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ElectronIc ServIcIng,
A HOWARD W. SAMS PUBLICATION
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R

RCA SCR Sweep
Field Technician
Audio Filters

About the time you've
picked up on all the
latest in tuner design,
some clever engineer
sneaks in a new twist.
That's where PTS comes
in . . a tuner repair
service that's always a day
.

ahead of design changes.
And now PTS has entered the
module field, providing same -da
service for repair of Zenith, RCA,
Quasar and GE modules. Module
overhaul carries a one year warranty.
Only PTS-Bloomington handles module repair.
Mail units direct to Bloomington or ask any PTS
service center to ship them for you. PTS-the
world's largest tuner repair service-has 35
company -owned service centers in the U.S. and Canad
Module Overhaul
$5.95 to $12.50.
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BLOOMINGTON MODULE CENTER

/

P.O. BOX 272

/

BLOOMINGTON, IN 47401

Consult the white pages of your telephone directory for the address and number of your nearest PTS Service Center.
General Headquarters: Bloomington, IN - Birmingham - Phoenix Los Angeles - San Diego - Sacramento - Arvada (CO) Jacksonville - Tampa - Indianapolis - Kansas City (KS) Metairie (LA) - Silver Springs (MD) - Boston - Springfield (MA)
Detroit - Minne: ;colis - St. Louis - E. Paterson (NJ) - Buffalo (NY) - Charlotte (NC) - Cincinnati - Columbus (OH)
Cleveland - Oklahoma City Portland (OR) Pittsburgh - Philadelphia - Montreal Memphis - Houston Longview (TX) Norfolk Seattle Milwaukee.
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Why is the 280 at $9995
our fastest selling
multimeter ever?
Ever since we introduced the 280 last year,
sales have been breaking records.
The reasons are easy to understand. The 280
is a battery-operated portable, full -feature digital multimeter at less than the price of a pre-

cision analog meter. The 280 features a large
three -digit LED readout, automatic polarity indication, automatic decimal) point placement
and out -of -range indication. The 280 is fully
overload protected for reliability and has an
industry -standard inpus impedance of 10
megohms for all voltage ranges.
It has High/Low power ohms ranges for accurate in -circuit measurements, not available on
most analog meters. And digital accuracy (1%
typical for DCV; 2% for ACV and ohms, except
2.5% on highest ranges) and digital resolution
(1mV, 1pA, 0.1 ohm)-not available on any
analog meter.
No compromises on range either-DC and AC
voltage ranges to 1000V, DC and AC current
ranges to 1000mA and ohms ranges to 10
megs.
Our fastest seller ever? We're not surprised.
In stock at your distributor.

`KPREC/SION
PRODUCTS OF DYNASCAN
1801 W. Belle Plaine
For

February, 1976
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Chicago, Illinois 60613

(312) 327-7270
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news of the industry

Sales of microwave ovens should reach 3 million units annually by 1980, and about
5 million by 1985, according to an item in Home Furnishings Daily. The
prediction was made by William George, president of Litton Microwave Cooking
Products, who also said the dollar volume of microwave sales during 1975 probably
equalled that of gas ranges.

Warwick Electronics might be up for sale, say reports and rumors in the trade. A
majority of Warwick stock is owned by Whirlpool, and over 20% is held by Sears,
who is a major customer of Warwick television receivers. Whirlpool is reported to
have approached Sanyo Electric about selling its shares of Warwick stock.
Warwick has lost money during the past two years, because of price competition
from imported sets.

Radio Shack announces that prices in its annual catalog will remain unchanged, at
least for the first six months of 1976. Since last July, 218 new stores have been
opened in the USA and Canada, making more than 1200 participating -dealer
stores, with another 400 planned. Sales of CB and scanner radios are "booming".
Radio Shack has offered its housebrand Realistic transceivers since 1960.

The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) announced in December that it was starting
a nationwide investigation of the appliance -repair industry, reports Home
Furnishings Daily. The FTC survey in January of 1975 suggested the elimination of
state licensing boards, because they restrict the entry of competitors into the repair
business, and their regulations appear to have little effect in preventing "parts

fraud".

E. F. Johnson has contracted for Magnavox to build Johnson Messenger 123A CB
radios in the Magnavox plant at Morristown, Tennessee. Magnavox does not plan
to build or market any CB products under its own name.

Production of microwave ovens should be started soon by Admiral. The line will
include three models, and Admiral expects to manufacture between 35,000 and
60,000 ovens during the next year.
(Continued on page 6)
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STILL ONLY

ONE YEAR
GUARANTEE

`F

ONLY

.S.A.
ONLY

711

MAJOR PARTS
SHIPPING
CHARGED AT COST

WITH CABLES

-AND

__._---

PROVIDES YOU WITH A COMPLETE SERVICE
FOR ALL YOUR TELEVISION TUNER REQUIREMENTS.

C. FEATURES
with 70 channels which are
detented and indicated just like VHF channels.
A VHF Hi Gain Solid State Tuner.
AC Powered
90 Day Warranty
A UHF Tuner

Demonstrate the PrrnmiTIMI to
your customers and show improved
reception with their TV sets.

VHF OR UHF ANY TYPE
UHF/VHF COMBINATION

(u. s
U S A

ONLY)
ONLY)

9.95
$15.00
$

MAJOR PARTS AND SHIPPING
CHARGED AT COST
Fast, efficient service at our conveniently located
Service Centers.
All tuners are ultrasonically cleaned, repaired,
realigned, and air tested.

You may place your order through
any of the Centers listed below.

NEWS FLASH!
NOW AVAILABLE-TUNER SERVICE
PARTS CATALOG OF ALL SARKES
TARZIAN VHF AND UHF TUNERS, INCLUDING EXPLODED VIEW DRAWINGS.
OVER 200 PAGES. ORDER YOUR COPY
TODAY. SEND $2.50 WITH ORDER TO
BLOOMINGTON HEAD OFFICE.
HEADQUARTERS
ARIZONA
CALIFORNIA

TSC

FLORIDA
GEORGI

ILLINOIS

INDIANA
IOWA
KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS

11

OHIO
OREGON

PENNSYLVANIA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
VIRGINIA
CANADA

WATCH US
GROW

All

CUSTOMIZE
Customized tuners are available at a cost of only
$15.95. With trade-in $13.95.
(U.S.A. only)
Send in your original tuner for comparison purposes
to any of the Centers listed below.

BLOOM NGTON, INDIANA 47401
.TUCSON, ARIZONA 8571.
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 91601
BURLINGAME, CALIF.
MODESTO, CALIF. 95351
TAMPA, FLORIDA 33606
FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33315
ATLANTA, GA. 30310
CHAMPAIGN, ILLINOIS 61820
DOLTON, ILL. 60419
SKOKIE, ILLINOIS 60076
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 46204
DES MOINES, IOWA 50319
UISV LLE, KENTUCKY 4020
FIREVEPORT, LOUISIANA 71 04
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 212 5
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 0
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI 83132
LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 89102
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08608
JERSEY CITY, NEW JERSEY 07307
GREENSBORO, N.C. 27405
CINCINNATI, OHIO 4521
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44109
PORTLAND, OREGON 97210
PITTSBURGH, PA. 15209
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38111
DALLAS, TEXAS 75218
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA 23513
ST. LAURENT, QUEBEC H4N-2L7
CALGARY, ALBERTA T2H-OL1

537 South Walnut Street
1528 S. 6th Ave.
10654 Magnolia Boulevard
...
+aaa dttrsten Ro
123 Phoenix
u
1505 Cypress
104 S.W. 23r

Tel.
Tel.
Tel.
Tel.
Tel.
Tel.

_

I.
I.

Evans St. S.W..
405 East University

Tel.

1507-09 E. 142nd St..
10 West Brown
.
112 West St. Clak Str:.
5005 Douglas St. 45E . ; .tì.
Taylorsvllle Road
3025 Highland Av. e
5505 Relaterstown

.el.
.Tel.

.

O

MISSOURI
NEVADA
NEW JERSEY
N. CAROLINA

UNIVERSAL REPLACEMENT TUNER $12.95 (U. S. A. only)
This price buys you a complete new tuner built specifically by Sarkes Tarzian Inc. for this purpose.
shafts have a maximum length of 101/2" which
can be cut to 11/2".
Specify heater type parallel and series 450 mA.
or 600 mA.

530 Page Avenue
1

12 Western Aven

.

Tel.

...Tel.
el.
Tel.
el.
Tel.

r

.

...Tel.
Tel.
el.

1139 Pennsylvania Ave.

....547-49 Tonnele Ave., Hwy. 1 &
....2914 E. Mark4Y Str t
7450 Vine Str -t ..
-

cel.

9

...

l el..1.

4525 Pearl R
1732 N.W. 29t Aver .- Box 10141,
31/2 Grant Avenue
. eI.
I.1-458-2355
58 Barron Avenue
Tel. 214-327-8413
11540 Garland Road
Tel. 804-855-2518
3295 Santos Street
Tel. 514-748-8803
305 Decarle Boulevard
Tel. 403-243-0971
448 42nd Avenue S.E
P.O. Box 5823, Stn. "A"

IF YOU WANT TO BRANCH OUT INTO THE TV TUNER REPAIR BUSINESS,
WRITE TO THE BLOOMINGTON HEADQUARTERS ABOUT A FRANCHISE.
Fn, IAnre Details C.ircle (71 an Reilly Card

812-334-0411
602-791-9243
213-769-2720
415-347-5728
209-521-8051
813-253-0324
305-524-0914
404.758-2232
217-356-6400
312-841-4444
312-675-0230
317-632-3493
515-278-4217
502-452-1191
318 221-3027
301-358-1186
413-788-8206
314-429-0633
702-384-4235
609-393-0999
201-792-3730
919-273-6276
513-821-5080
216-741-2314
r
-222-9059
12-821-4004

f
news of the Indus ry

scaooer

(Continued from page 4)

Attempts are being made to dissipate or predict lightning bolts. For many years,
the only defense against lightning was the lightning rod, which attracted and then
grounded any nearby high -voltage discharges. Now, according to the Wall Street
Journal, scientists at National Oceanic And Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
of Boulder, Colorado have originated "chaff seeding" of storm clouds by dropping
large quantities of tiny nylon fibers which have been coated with aluminum. The
fibers "short" between positive and negative charges being built up in the clouds,
thus dissipating the power before it reaches a dangerous level. This method was
developed to protect rockets during space launches. A gadget for predicting the
conditions that cause lightning is the Thor Guard Advanced Warning And
Tracking System, which is mounted on a six-foot pole above a roof. When the
electric field in the air builds up to a certain level, the machine sounds an alarm.
The Thor system, developed by Electrofields Company, is said to be 95% accurate.

calculator to show the three biorhythms of "ups and downs" in a person's life
was to be introduced by Casio at the Consumer Electronics Show in January,
according to a report in Home Furnishings Daily.
A

Modules now are being repaired by PTS Electronics, the world's largest
tuner -repair service. Same -day service is offered on the repairs of Zenith, RCA,
Quasar, and GE modules. After alignment and servicing, each module is tested
and temperature cycled. All repairs are made at the Bloomington plant, and the
modules carry a one-year warranty.

NESDA booster Norris Browne died December 28, 1975, leaving his wife and three
sons. Owner of Houston TV in Houston, Texas, Norris had been president of TEA
for 1970, president of NEA in 1971-1972, voted NEA Man -Of-The -Year in 1970
and 1972 Outstanding NEA Officer, and was the first member of ISCET.

Japanese imports of 19 -inch color TV receivers have risen sharply, especially
during last October, when the percentage of U.S. sales was 40%, compared to past
percentages of 16%. According to Home Furnishings Daily, a Commerce
Department study maintained that superior marketing skills accounted for the
increased sales. However, industry leaders are certain the main reason is the prices
of the imports, which have been slashed in an attempt to gain additional sales. O
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GTE Sylvania, Electronic Components Group, 100 First Avenue, Waltham, MA. 02154

WHYS AFRAID OF 35kV?

Now you can test new 35kV chassis
with your 22kV test jig.
Introducing the CK2000

regulator.
It protects your test jig's
picture tube against arcing.
It connects quickly to
practically any jig without

modification...
Secret of the CK2000
is a special varistor that

takesanyanodevoltagefrom

February, 1976

22 to 35kV and converts it to 22kV.
for your test jig. Voltages below 22kV
simply don't activate the varistor.
Best of all, our CK2000 costs only
about a quarter as much as many new
test jigs.
Who's afraid of 35kV? With our new
CK2000 regulator, there's probably not
a TV set in the world that can scare you.
See your Sylvania distributor.
We're helping you make it

cop SYLVANIA
7
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Symptoms and cures
compiled from field reports
of recurring troubles

Chassis-Sylvania Ell

T-.------`al,
Chassis-Sylvania

E08

PHOTOFACT-1481-2

PHOTOFACT-1503-2
I
I
+33 V

HORIZ OUTPUT

Q402

SOURCE TO

+135V

TO FLYBACK

TUNER

C

DAMPER T 68
I
SHORTED
TO YOKE

Symptom-Breaker trips instantly
Cure-Check C452, and replace it if shorted.

Symptom-Horizontal picture bending
Cure-Check voltage at zener SC1208, and replace it
I

----- - - ---

+33 volts.

if reading is above

r ------I

Chassis-Sylvania

I

PHOTOFACT-1481-2

4

E08

Chassis-Sylvania

---I

E08

PHOTOFACT-1481-2

I

VIDEO AMP

Q902

I

I

C400

31.5 KHZ OSC

I
HORIZ

I

13

PULSES

14

()

' HORIZ

L418

_ HOLD

OPEN

I

+20V

I

.001
1.0033)

I

I
I
I

Symptom-Loss of raster and

Symptom-Top bending and unstable horizontal
Cure-Check diode SC924, and replace it if leaky.

might

sound;

be

intermittent

Cure-Check C418, and replace it if open or intermittent.

I.»

«111,

----«Mr

Chassis-Sylvania

4-

E03 (E04 and E05)

+24

D16

HORIZ OSC

V

I

(Q606
FROM

CHROMA

I

Chassis-Sylvania

PHOTOFACT-1178-3

PHOTOFACT-1414-3

THRESHOLD

B

6BL8

CHROMA

CONTROL
AMP

14

I

TO GRID OF

1~.- HORIZ
.01

6

t-

R430

(R625)
270 Q

TO

PIN

OF

ICo04

10

TEST

27 K

DEFECTIVE

R624)

I

2700 Q

C428
REPLACE

I

Symptom-Narrow width, insufficient drive

Symptom-Chroma cannot be turned off
Cure-Check Q606 transistor, and replace it if defecI

8

tive

-

+280 V

at grid of

horizontal output tube

------------Cure-Check R428, or replace with -watt 27K value
1

«mmmImm

ELECTRONIC SERVICING

THEY'RE BEAUTIES A1R1GHT...

in more ways than one
portability: Single trace model PM3225 is only 8 pounds, 2 ounces. Dual trace model PM3226 is only 9 pounds, 10 ounces
Convenient compactness: PM3225: 5.4" H x 10.1" W x 12.4" D and PM3226: 5.4" H x 11.9" W x 12.4" D
Sensitivity: 2mV/div at 15 MHz bandwidth
8 x 10 division screen
Complete triggering facilities: Auto, line, External, TV line or frame
Automatic DC balancing and drift control
I
LNOW qVqI
Logical layout of operating controls for quick error free setup
A most logical and convenient internal layout for optimum servicing
Nq VOX ARTS
Prices that put genuine professional scopes easily within your budgets.
Real

r---

From Magnavox and Philips ...
The experience gained by manufacturing the products you sell is applied to the design

MGL48LE FROM
- - - -_

of

I

J

the service instruments you need.

Available at your Magnavox Parts Centers. Or, call our toll free HOT LINE number for complete price, delivery,
and technical information. Dial 800 645-3043. New York residents, call (516) 921-8880 collect.
Philips Test & Measuring Instruments, Inc.
400 Crossways Park Drive
Woodbury, New York 11 797
( 516) 921-8880
For More Details Circle
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PHILIPS

nufAexchanue
For Sale or Trade: Complete "Capitol Radio
Engineering Course" in Television Servicing.
H. B. Everette
R.R. #2, Box 151-B
Westville, Florida 32464
PATENT
PENDING

IN

FOR BENCH OR FIELD.,.
COMPACT & LIGHTWEIGHT,
Fits in any

(Only 2Y. lbs with batteries.)
tool box or tube caddy.

FOR ANY JOB...
Must portable DVM's sacrifice functioií¡
features, or accuracy. Not the DVM32.

HIGH ACCURACY

DROP-PROOF with
case

ITS COMPLETE

IT'S PORTABLE

tough Cycolace
that will stand up to any field use.

Accurate with
full 3:4 digit readout, .5% of reading
accuracy and 15R1egs: input impedance.

BURN -OUT-PROOF

op to 2000V
DC. Saves you from costly downtime.

COMPLETE FUNCTIONS AND
RANGES: From lmV to 1999V

VERSATILE 3 -WAY POWER:

DC,

Standard "C" cells, rechargeable "C" cell
Nicads or line operation. (No special builtin, recharger pack. Standard "C" cells for
the DVM32 for true portability.) And
you'll get up to 10 times the battery
life with the DVM32, using the patent
pending auto -off that turns off the
bright L.E.O. displays between measurements. The DVM32 is truly porlablr'.

DVM32

V to 1000V AC rms, .1 ohm to
and 1 uA to 1.999A, AC,

and DC, plus Hi and Lo power ohms. The

complete and versatile
measuring capabilities in a truly portable

DVM32

.

.

.

meter.
STOCK NOW AT YOUR LOCAL
SENCORE FULL LINE DISTRIBUTOR
IN

backed by SENCORE'S 100 7
MADE RIGHT LIFETIME GUARANTEE

For More
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m
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Needed: Schematic and parts list for Tektronix
Model 512 scope.
H. A. Ashdon
108 Plymouth St.
Holbrook, Massachusetts 02343
Needed: Roll chart or a manual which gives "roll
chart" data for Hickok Model 546 tube checker, mid 1960's or later. Hickok does not have. Will buy, or
copy and return.
Peter J. Reno
5 Hoffman Road
High Bridge, New Jersey 08829
Needed: Information (such as age, battery voltages,
etc.) about a Radiola III made by RCA.

Details Circle (12) on Reply Card

Richard Clark
1811 Lee Street
Columbus, Indiana 47201

Money Generator

Needed: Service manual for Paco Model G-36 color
generator.
Steve Huddle
112 W. Union, #3
Fullerton, California 92632

It's a DOG FIGHTER, TOO!

Needed: 6GZ5 tube for Admiral TV, Model #L3411C.
Please send C.O.D., or best way.
Richard Small
Box 8

The Model ATC-10 is much more than a color bar pattern generator. It should be called a portable multi -purpose TV diagnostic

and servicing aid, but that's too much of a mouthful. We would
have nicknamed it the Dog Fighter (instead of the Money Generator), but that might be misinterpreted to mean that it's only
useful in the shop- The versatile ATC-10, a portable, moderately priced instrument, combines the most essential features of a color
bar pattern generator, a TV "analyzer," and a substitute tuner plus
several brand new "dog fighting" and timesaving innovations. With
all this extra versatility, however, the ATC-I0 is human engineered
with only four simple -to-master controls.
Two illustrated brochures describe the ATC-10. The first brochure
describes the many unique and unusual features which make the
ATC-10 a "dog fighter and a time-saver. The second brochure
compares the money -making potential of the ATC-l0 with 18
competitive models. It includes a comprehensive chart which compares the features of 19 makes and models, lists the estimated
timesaving potential of these 33 respective performance features,
and then calculates the money making potential of the various
models- We think you are in for some surprises, such as the potential of the ATC-I0 for returning its $299.95 purchase price in
as little as three or four months.
These brochures are yours for the asking - write direct for immediate reply. AMERICAN TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
225 Main, Dept. 2A, (:anon City, CO 81212

Pageton, West Virginia 24871
Needed: Schematic for Symphonic TV Model TPS
700. Will buy, or copy and return.
Ted Steinberg
2005 Glendale
Toledo, Ohio 43614
For Sale: RCA W R514A sweep/marker generator
with cables and probes. New, $235.00.
Val Obal
3201 South 73rd Street
Omaha, Nebraska 68124
(Continued on page

For More

14)
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Only when you specify TM are
you sure of getting flybacks
that meet today's government
safety standards.

.

Every TM part is quality made in the U.S.
yet, almost always costs less than its often
erior OEM equivale it."

It's true! If you specify the original OEM flyback
instead of a THORDARSON exact replacement,
you risk getting a part identical to the one that
failed ... a part that would be illegal in a new
set built today.

'

undercut your business. Since
the inception of the irdustry, we've given our
total support to America's independent parts
distributors and service dealers.
TM never

Here's low THORDARSON MEISSNER makes
sure yo don't get burned:
.1

Even TM color flyback we make meets
new set safety standards.
99% of THORDARSON replacements sold
are exact replacements right down to the wiring colt r code ... no hassles with re -wiring or
confusing instructions.

Every TM flyback is designed for reliability
not production line price specifications.

TM distributors Cock in depth .. and
THORDARSON's unique Rush Order service for
hard -to -get parts is available for fast factory -to you shipments!
.

THARS ON
Established 1895

THORDARSON MEISSNER INC.
A subsidiary of Components Corp. of America
Electronic Center
Mount Carmel, IL 62863

Ask your independent distributor (or write) for
a free copy of the THORDARSON TV Replacement Guide.

Support your indeper dent parts distributor ...we do!
For More

February,

1

376

NEDA

Associate Member

Details Circle (15) on Reply Card
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Here's how RCA can keep you ahead
of the fast -changing market.

(Continued from page

12)

Needed: Schematic, owner's service manual, or other
service data for two tube checkers: G.C. Electronics
Model 36-500; and Mercury Electronics Model 202.
Will buy, or copy and return.
Albert G. Smith
Electronic Department
Whitko High School
West Wayne Street Extended
South Whitley, Indiana 46787
Needed: New testing data for a Jackson Model 825
CRT tester. Will buy, or copy and return.
M. M. O'Brien
Rt. 2, Box 366

Owasso, Oklahoma 74055

Needed: Schematic for Superior Instruments Model
73 industrial analyzer. Will buy, or copy and return.
Gary Lorenz
11081 S. Eberhart Road
Clare, Michigan 48617
Needed: Power transformer for Eico 620 scope.
J. C. Martin
1104 First Street
Natchez, Mississippi 39120
14

Needed: B -W picture tube type AP12598D (C6407)
for Symphonic 3" mini television receiver, Model
TPS-5011. What other type is interchangeable?
Horst M. Schulze
8752 Longford Way
Dublin, California 94566

Needed: An old radio called "The Little General".
Harvey Grossman
105 Maxess Road
Melville, New York 11746
Needed: Power transformer for Utica, Model T&C III
CB radio, part #3600-26.
Jerry's TV and Radio
Route 2
Muscatine, Iowa 52761
Needed: Schematic and alignment information for a
Jemcor FM wireless microphone, Model 806, manufactured by Nihon Denshi Kogyo K. K.
Frank A. Stupnik, Jr.
704 B Wright Avenue
Klamath Falls, Oregon 97601
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

Today, your RCA distributor is ready
for your every electronics supply
need. Because all of these RCA
products now come from one RCA
division.
This concentration of products is
certain to simplify your ordering and
stocking requirements. We figure
that anything we do to contribute to
your efficiency and profits helps us,
too. So, we're here to work with you.
And we're ready now!
For full information, see your RCA
distributor. Or contact RCA Distributor and Special Products Division,
Bldg. 206-2, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08101.

V

Rf
Needed: Distributor or manufacturer of "Wynford
Hall" Model SM -418 mini-cassette.
H. D. Wright
P.O. Box 613
Dothan, Alabama 36301

For Sale: Heathkit vectorscope/color generator,
Model 10-101, like -new condition, $100 with opera-

tor's manual.
Victor M. Ortiz
R.F.D. 3-98-A
Isabela, Puerto Rico 00662
Needed: Schematic and parts list for linear amplifier
of 60 to 100 watts to operate in 5 to 30 MHZ range.
Schill TV
Box 3
Beaver, Kansas 67517

Needed: Schematic for Realistic musdeck, catalog
number 65-1320.
Dean C. Farnham
10055 Willa Lane
Manassas, Virginia 22110
February, 1976

Distributor and
Special Products Division

For Sale: Set of Rider's TV manuals, 27 manuals
complete plus index. Giant books; only $135 for all,
FOB. Scarce collector's find.
Lawrence Beitman
409 E. Chalmers
Champaign, Illinois 61820
For Sale: Conar Model 311 resistance/capacitance
tester, like -new, $15. Also, Eico cap tester, #955K,
$15.
B.

Kutilek

17215 70th Avenue

Tinley Park, Illinois 60477

Needed: Schematic/service data for an old Grunow
12B receiver, manufactured by General Household
Utilities.
Pax-Tronix
Route 4, Box 447H
Great Mills Rd.
Lexington Park, Maryland 20653
Needed: Manual and schematic for Optigan Model
#35001 organ.
W. N. Hubin
719 Cuyahoga Street
Kent, Ohio 44240
15

(Continued from page 10)

MEET

OUR FAMILY

replaced the fixed resistors, because
of suspicion, but there was no
improvement. I removed the focus
pot to measure it, and noticed a
spot that looked burned on the
chassis where the pot had touched.
IN TRIPLER ASSEMBLY
To
MV

oF ShiELdEd

CRI
anode

nKv
1721V to 73 5141

21

5meg

5B

FOCUS
Irreg

IOmeg

1w

boxEs"
Almost 10 years ago (1966 to be
exact) we introduced our first
two series of shielded electronic

enclosures. They became an

overnight success. Since then
the demand for different sizes,
shapes and applications has

increased our family to ten
series of models, each with

a

noise rejection greater than 70db.
Sizes range from 1.50" x 1.13" x

0.88" to 4.13" x 2.68" x 6.0";
in blank versions or with a

complete choice of coaxial
connectors; painted or unpainted; with or without printed

21

5meg

5.

BOW
BoosI

The insulating material, which
mounted the pot to the chassis, had
been leaking (probably carbonized),
and a new focus pot cured the
trouble.
Helton's Radio & TV Service
Hitchcock. Texas 77563
Low contrast
Panasonic CT606

(Photofact 1317-2)

Contrast was very weak, and
neither the vertical nor horizontal
would lock solidly. This pointed to
an IF defect causing low gain, no
AGC, and overload in the tuner.
Signal tracing tests located the
loss of gain in the second video IF
stage. All the DC voltages were
within tolerance, indicating the
transistors should have amplification.
hUei Diu

n

1(

circuit card guides; with mount-

050

ing flanges or bottom mounting

plates. All models supplied

with aluminum covers and

mounting screws.
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AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR
FAVORITE ELECTRONIC
PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

ITT POMONA ELECTRONICS
1500 East Ninth St., Pomona, Calif. 91766
Telephone (714) 623-3463, TWX: 910-581-3822
For More Details Circle
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f

"

Finally,

I

Ov

started paralleling

capacitors, and obtained more contrast when the 22 picofarad capacitor inside the can of T103 was
paralleled. Apparently, it was open,
for replacement with a new one
restored the performance.
George Alvarado, Jr., CET
Haverstraw, New York

(11) on Reply Card
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Buss® Fuses

Specialize

Too!

in the protection o

four new BUSS fuse assortments
Now
exclusively designed with replacement fuses to
service most Citizen Band Radios
offering a
whole new area of opportunities for increased
profits.
Two assortments contain 48
5 in metal boxes
(240 fuses). BUSS No. 240CB-3 fuse assortment
comes in a handy metal display stand. BUSS No.
240CB-4 fuse assortment is packed in a compact
plastic display box.
In addition, there are two fuse assortments containing 16
5 in metal boxes (80 fuses). BUSS
No. 80CB-1 fuse assortment packed in a metal
display stand and BUSS No. 80CB-2 fuse assortment in a plastic display box.
Both BUSS fuse assortments contain a careful
selection of the most popular fuses used in CB
.

.

.

-

-

-

No. 240CB-3
Metal Display Stand

No. 80CB-1

Metal Display Stand

radios.
CB dealers can now have the fuses they need in
a neat complete package to service all their
customers fuse needs.
For full fuse assortment details, write for BUSS
Bulletin CBA.
No. 240CB-4

No. 80CB-2

Plastic Display Box

Plastic Display Box

[e]
February, 1976

BUSSMANN MANUFACTURING
McGraw-Edison Company Division
St. Louis, Missouri 63107
a

For More Details Circle

(16) on Reply Card
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TECHNIQUES FOR
REDUCING IGNITION NOISE
By Marvin J. Beasley, CET
Land Mobile Regional Manager
E. F.

Johnson Company

Elimination of ignition
and alternator noise
from radios and tape
decks in autos might
be either difficult or
easy, depending on
the car and other
conditions. The
following practical
guidelines should
show you how to
remove excessive

noise from most
autos.

Communications equipment for

automobiles has been improved
immensely during the past fifteen
years. Tubes were replaced by solidstate devices, giving low drain,
better reliability, less heat, and
smaller cabinets. At the same time,
the circuits (such as noise -elimination gates) were greatly refined.
However, one adverse situation
remains the same: those irritating
electrical noises originating in the
auto itself. Unless eliminated, such
noises can spoil the usefulness or
enjoyment of radio or tape equipment.
In addition to the strong noise

pulses from the ignition (which
operates as a spark transmitter,
radiating energy through air and
wiring), tiny arcs are generated by
each closing and opening of regulator contacts, or switches for lights
or fans. All these add to the noise

pollution.
Most cars need only routine
remedies to bring the noise level
below the point where it bothers
reception. Therefore, our advice is
mainly about conventional methods.
But we will give some tips about
difficult cases, those requiring far
above the average of skill, experience, and techniques.
Types Of Noise
Noises can be placed into one of
two general categories. Repetitive
pulse noise generally is produced by
the spark plugs, coil, and wiring
harness of the high-voltage ignition
system. A similar noise, but erratic

rather than repetitive, can originate
in: the electro -mechanical voltage
regulators; switches for lights,
heater, horn, and wipers; and
sensors that turn on warning lights.
A major source of continuous
noise is the alternator or generator.
Lesser offenders are motors, such
as those for fans or wipers. For
18

example, an alternator produces
both a "hash" (regularly -spaced
noise pulses) and a high -frequency
whine.

Ignition and alternator noises
vary exactly in step with engine

RPM's. Hash from blower motors,
for example, changes only slightly
with engine speed, and that only
because of the change of supply
voltage.

Effects Of Noise
Audible noise makes listening to
voices or music very tiresome and
unpleasant. It also causes a radio
problem that is less obvious: a loss
of sensitivity. In addition to masking the desired sounds, noise can
activate the AGC circuit so it
reduces the gain as though the
signal were stronger.
That's why a radio transceiver
might have perfect sensitivity when
operated on the bench, and yet
appear to be weak in an auto. One
fast test is merely to turn off the
ignition, while you listen to the
radio, and notice if the apparent
sensitivity increases.
CB signals are amplitude modu-

lated; therefore, spike noise is
audible as a popping sound. FM
two-way radios don't have the
popping noises unless the signal
drops below the level of limiting,
but desensitization can occur.

Important Advice
Before attempting to minimize
the noise produced by a car, make
certain the ignition system is working properly. It's very disturbing to

waste considerable time futilely
trying to stop the noise, only to discover that an ignition defect was
the source.
If the car is due for a tune-up,
have it done first. Defective spark
plugs and their harness are often
the problem, and they can defeat
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

resembling high -frequency AC or
RF.
Secondly, the "condenser" minimizes the arcing across the points.

Without a capacitor there, the
points would be ruined much
Today, many cars have several electronic communication devices, such as a
stereo -tape player, a CB transceiver, and a commercial -type FM two-way radio.
All are susceptible, in varying degrees, to ignition noise and other electrical

disturbances.

all the noise -proofing techniques
you can try.
When a car has 15,000 or more
miles, the ignition harness (spark plug wires) should be suspected. An
open might not affect the operation

of the car, but the added, unshielded spark gap across the open
portion acts as a transmitting
antenna to broadcast the noise
pulses.
A single bad plug or plug wire
produces noise pulses having a
slower repetition rate than if the
problem was with the coil, or the
wire between coil and distributor.
Later, we'll describe some tests for
these conditions.

Ignition

In

Autos

Servicing any circuit is easier, I
believe, when you understand how
it operates. So, we'll describe briefly

the conventional ignition system
used in cars.
Power of the conventional in-

ternal-combustion engine comes
from miniature explosions of the
gasoline/air mixtures "ignited" in
the cylinders by electric arcs. Schematics of the Kettering -type system
and the newer electronic -ignition
are shown in Figure 1.
Power from ringing

The basics of ringing, as given in
the XL -100 article in January, 1976
ELECTRONIC SERVICING, apply
to the Kettering ignition system.
February, 1976

When an inductance (ignition coil,
for example) has a DC current
flowing, the current can't be
stopped immediately. Instead, the
current continues (but decreasing)
as it discharges into an external
resistance, inductance, or capacitance. When the coil current
charges a capacitance, the capacitance has a voltage which then discharges back into the inductance.
The action continues, with the electrons being forced from inductance
to capacitance, etc., until the initial
power is dissipated.
If there is no capacitance available to receive the current from the
inductance, when the circuit is
opened, then the current flows into
the self-capacitance of the coil. All
real -world coils have stray capacitance between turns and layers of
the wire. However, this ringing produces extremely-high peak voltages
having a short duration. That's
why, for example, a DC -operated
relay coil without a paralleling
diode or capacitor is susceptible to
failure; the peak ringing voltage is
so high it might arc across and
destroy the coil.
The "condenser" shown in Figure
1 has two uses. First, it series -tunes
the primary inductance of the ignition coil to lower the frequency of
the ringing. This gives a "hotter"
spark in the plugs, acting somewhat
as DC. Without the "condenser",
the spark would be more fuzzy,

sooner.

Resonant action of the tuned
circuit formed by the "condenser"
and primary winding of the ignition
coil produces far more AC voltage
than the 12 -volts DC obtained from
the battery. As in all tuned circuits,
the value of the capacitor determines the amplitude of the AC
voltage. A larger -than -normal value,
for example, would reduce the
voltage.
After the AC voltage across the
primary is produced by ringing,
following opening of the points, the
coil steps up the voltage. A conventional coil has a turns ratio of 1 -to 100 or 1 -to -150; therefore, the
secondary voltage is equal to the
primary AC voltage multiplied by
the turns ratio.
This high voltage goes through
the distributor (which switches it to
each spark plug in turn) through
resistive wire, and then on to the
plugs (also through resistive wire).
About 20,000 volts, or more, is required for dependable firing of the
gas/air mixture by the plugs.

Noise Reduction By Car Makers
A typical modern car has several
bypass capacitors paralleling the
12 -volt supply, and high -voltage
wiring having carbon -impregnated fiber instead of copper conductors.
A resistive wire between distributor
and spark plug might measure
around 10K or 12K.
No doubt the automotive designers must compromise when

determining the values for the
resistive cables. Higher resistances

attenuate more of the radiated
noise, but too much resistance
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Is the braided end of the shielding broken or corroded?:
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Fig. 1 In the basic Kettering ignition system (A), a switch called "points" breaks
the current feeding the primary of the ignition coil. This starts ringing between
the primary induc-ance and the capacitor that parallels the points. After the AC
is stepped up by the coil secondary, and is routed through the distributor, it is
applied to one plug at a time, where the arc ignites the gasoline/air mixture
inside a cylinder. A cam, that opens the points, turns in synchronism with the
distributor and the pistons, so the arc in each plug occurs at the desired time.
To reduce radiation of noise pulses, resistance wire usually is employed for all
high -voltage wires. Electronic ignitior (B) eliminates the points by triggering
from a magnetic signal and using a transistor for a switch.

limits the current available to the
plugs, resulting in poor engine performance.
Noise -filtering kit
A

sors, but the engine noise remains
excessive, the next step is to prove
whether the noise is entering
through the power wiring from the
battery or from the antenna.

noise -suppression kit is shown

in Figure 2. Of course, you would

Noise through antenna

not install individual distributor
Unplug the antenna lead at the
and plug resistive suppressors if the receiver. If the noise is missing,
car already had non -defective resis- then it is coming from the antenna
tive HV wires.

or lead wire. Check these possibilities:
Is the ground braid (shielding)

How Is Noise Entering?
Assuming that you have installed properly connected to the auto
or found factory -installed suppres- chassis at the antenna?:
20

Is the antenna mounted on a
bumper, mirror, or other part that
is poorly grounded? (Door hinges
and shock -absorbing bumpers often
are inefficiently grounded.)
Where you suspect a poor
ground, bridge between the shield
and a known -good ground, using a
piece of braided shielding, while
you listen for any change of noise

Braided shielding can be purchased on a spool from Belden. Or,
if you have scraps or short lengths
of coaxial cable, strip away the
outer insulation and remove the
shielding. RG58 has small braid,
RG8 has larger braid, and even
some 75 -ohm TV cables can be a
source of salvaged braid.
Figure 3 shows an inferior ex-

ample of mounting a bumper
antenna. The exposed cable and
connections commonly collect corrosion and rust, and create the possibility of broken wires. Automatic
carwashes can cause damage. Also,
the ground is through the bumper
to the frame; a likely source of
high -resistance grounds. Where the
cable goes through a grommet in
any sheet metal, a clamp should be
used to prevent the wire from being
pulled out of the base of the
antenna.

Noise from ungrounded metal

Secondary radiation of the noise
from the ignition system can occur
at many points on the car body.

For example, the exhaust components are connected to the motor
block at the front, but other mounting brackets have rubber or other
non -conducting straps that prevent
grounding. Notice, in Figure 4, the
hanger for the exhaust tailpipe at
the rear of a Pontiac Ventura. A
braid has been installed from the
pipe to the frame to eliminate one
source of spike noise radiation.
Poor grounding through the
hinges of the hood also can permit
noise to radiate. Braided shielding
should be added across both of the
hood hinges (Figure 5).

Engine mounts are insulators,
and usually one strap connects
engine and frame. In extreme cases,
bonding is necessary from several
points of the engine to frame.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

Finding The Radiation Point
To locate points of noise radiation, I suggest you use a walkietalkie CB receiver with the antenna
extended only a few inches. Walk
around the vehicle, and hold the
shortened antenna near various suspected areas while you listen for the

noise through the walkie-talkie
speaker.

circuit to minimize the hash caused
by arcing of the carbon brushes
against the commutator.
Of course, alternators now are
standard equipment, and they create different kinds of noise. (Alternators generate AC, which is rectified by internal silicon diodes; so
the output is DC with ripple.) Hash

produced by the diodes, and the
ripple appears as a whine superimposed on the A+ line.
Usually, the whine isn't strong
enough to affect AM broadcast band reception. Even so, it can be
heard off station, if the volume is
turned high. But tape players, reverberation units, and CB receivers
is

Checking FM noise

FM receivers (both two-way and
stereo -broadcast types) require a

lateatik

different method of testing. As
shown in Figure 6, a "T" connector
should be used temporarily, allowing both a generator signal and the
antenna signal with noise to reach
the receiver simultaneously. Tune in
a generator signal of a level sufficient to give 20 -dB of quieting, then
listen for popping noises, as you
make tests.
An alternate method is to disconnect the antenna coax and substitute a coaxial cable that's long
enough to reach all corners of the
car. Strip the shielding back about
4 -inches from the end, and use this
as a probe to find any areas of
excessive noise radiation.
Shielded harness
In extreme cases,

the high -voltage
wiring can be replaced by a special
kit. The kit has shielded leads for
the spark plugs and distributor, a
shielded distributor, a coil cover,
and several bypass capacitors.
This could be the only method of

ALTFRNATlM Cll}pRr,CQQR

2 A noise -suppression kit for cars without resistive HV wires is shown
here. At the center is a coaxial capacitor for filtering the A+ applied to the
ignition coil, and below it is a special suppressor for an alternator. The other
nine components are resistance adapters for eight plugs arid the center of the

Fig.

distributor.

satisfactorily eliminating spark
noise from a marine inboard -engine
application where the engine compartment is not shielded.

Noise From Power Source
Noise suppression is more effective where it can be applied to the
device causing the noise. Bypassing
the 12 -volt terminal of the ignition
coil might help either the radiated

noise or the noise conducted
through the 12 -volt source (Figure
7).

Continuous -noise sources

Common sources of continuous

"hash" noise are generator or
alternator, and motors of heater,
air conditioner, or windshield wiper.
When generators were used for
charging the battery, bypass capacitors were installed at the armature
February, 1976

Fig. 3 Exposed connections of this
bumper mount invite corrosion and
broken leads. Also, many shock absorbing bumpers are not grounded

properly. With those bumpers,

a

length of braided shielding should run
from cable ground to car frame.

Because many exhaust systems
insulating hangers, a ground
made of flexible braid should be tied
from exhaust pipe to frame, if you
have a stubborn case of ignition

Fig.

4

have

noise.
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Fig.

Hood hinges often are not a good ground to
shielding at
each side hinge.
5

RF and noise. Add a groLnd of braided

IGNITION
COIL

are all susceptible to whine and
hash.
Alternator interference can be
attacked either at the source or at
the device bothered by the noise.
Suppression of the noise at the
source is recommended. Standard
bypass capacitors at the alternator
have little effect. Tuned high -current traps can be used, but I don't
recommend them because they are
difficult to keep tuned.
Coaxial high -current capacitors

ADD

ELECTROLITIC°

CAPACITO

(e)
CSNDUCTEI

r

NOISE

TO

POINTS

TO

BATTERY

IGNITION
ADC

COIL

are best, considering price and

COAxIAE.,-

/CAPACITOR:

.1IiFi
(C.

CONDUCT_D
NOISE

TO

POINTS

TO

BATTERI

Fig.

7

Here are several

netho:

s

of

filtering noise from the A+ sups y at
the ignition coil. (A) Simple bypassing
using a universal -type metal -cased
capacitor mounted with short eacs
sometimes helps minimize radiated
ignition noise. (B) Some-imes a large
electrolytic at the coil will paver t
ignition noise from following *.he Awiring. (C) Perhaps the nost-eff cti'`e
coil filter is a coaxial capacitor_ The
current flows through a solid, straigft
wire through the center, and the capacitor plates are wound around this
core.
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Fig. 6 The inherent noise -rejection ability of FM makes necessary a test carrier that's controllable in amplitude. A signal
generator and a "T connector allow the noise from a test
antenna, and the generator carrier, to reach the FM receiver at
the same time.

maintenance (see typical installation
in Figure 8).
If you use a portable tape player
or CB radio and find it impractical
to noise -proof the vehicle, another
method of removing the hash and
whine can be done. It involves
"brute -force" filtering of the A+
supply to the player or radio
(Figure 9). Current handling capacity is limited by the choke, typically 3 amperes through the .5-ohm
winding.

Common Voltage Drop
A car battery has the filtering
effect of a huge capacitor. Therefore, it's difficult to see how any
AC disturbance could ride on the +
12 -volt supply. If all the connecting
wires and ground returns had zero
resistance, the battery capacitance

would eliminate all of that interference.
However, all automotive wire has
resistance, and the smaller sizes
have appreciable voltage drops.
Figure 10 shows how the ripple and
hash from an alternator can share a
common supply wire with the CB
radio or tape player, thus adding
considerable interference through
the supply.
Stubborn cases of noise often can
be cleared by running a separate
heavy -gauge power wire from the
CB radio direct to the battery.

Editor's Note: I remember vividly
an old battery radio, using 2-volt filament tubes, that I was called on
to remove the vibrator hash. After
much experimentation, I found the
only remedy to be running separate
vibrator power -supply wires and
filament wires for the tubes right
on to the terminals of the wet -cell
battery. No amount of filtering
could equal this simple solution,
which removed the common voltage

drop.

Testing Spark -Plug Wires
I promised to detail some simple

methods
ignition
because
to cause

of testing the high -voltage
wiring. This is important,
it's possible for small arcs
ignition noise. but not be
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

--22-6422
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+
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Fig. 8 Coaxial capacitors also help remove alternator hash
and whine, as shown in this typical installation.

72261

9 Noise suppression should be applied to the car,
not the receiver or player. But if that is not possible, an
A + filter consisting of a choke and an electrolytic
capacitor can be added to a CB receiver or tape player.

Fig.

an unsatisfactory communications
Comments
found during a routine tune-up by
Excessive noise can be an
system.
microvolt
A CB receiver with .5
many garages.
between a $300 Deluxe
"equalizer"
if
it
is
fully,
be
used
can't
sensitivity
One way is to remove the spark
plug wires, one at a time, and test operated in a car that's radiating a rig and a $79 special. Use these
them with an ohmmeter. Most noise level of 2 microvolts. Noise noise -elimination suggestions to give
should be resistive types measuring elimination could well make the your customers the good reception
(J
around 10K to 12K. If the reading difference between a successful or to which they're entitled.
wire
be
reshould
is "infinity", the
paired or replaced. I have had good
luck repairing such wires. Except for
a few cases where the wire had lain
against a hot exhaust manifold and
suffered ruined insulation, the deTO LIGHTS AND
fect was at one end. Slip back the
OTHER LOADS
rubber insulator and examine the
WIRING
THIS PART
connector. A black smudge shows
IS COMMON TO CURRENTS
where an arc has been. Cut off
RADIO AND ALTERNATOR
about an inch of the wire, and
GINY\
carefully re -do the connector. Remember, there is no center copper
RECTIFIED DC
wire; instead a piece of dark twine
string is the conductor. It can't be
soldered. Instead it must be twisted
BATTERY
ALTERNATOR
EQUI VALENT
and clamped mechanically by the
FOR AC
connector.
Alternately, you could insulate
yourself with a large, dry shop
towel (remember that 20,000 volts!)
and remove one wire at a time from
CAR BODY
the distributor. After each wire is
if
the
disconnected, listen to see
popping noises are different. If not, Fig. 10 If the usual remedies fail, you might consider the possibility of noise
go to the next wire, until you find
voltages being developed across the common resistances of the auto wiring
one that stops the noise. The prob- harness. Sometimes, a heavy-duty A + supply wire run direct to the battery will
lem will be either the wire or the help reduce the noise. Removing and cleaning the battery terminals also has
been known to minimize noise.
plug.
OF

OF
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MODERN
FIELD
TECHNICIANS
The "outside" technician
is a vital link

person that the customer ever sees
or talks with personally.

between your customers
and your electronic
business. So, each
field technician is
worthy of being trained
to reflect the image
you want to project.

Selecting Field Techs
Although hiring on the basis of
technical competence alone can be
a serious mistake, you must know
his abilities at the moment. You
might have to make a choice between a genius with a serious
character defect, or a man with a
pleasing personality but only moderate experience and training.
Has he graduated from a technical school? What is his experience?
Is he a CET? Some employers give
a quick verbal test by stating the
symptoms of several hypothetical
repair jobs and asking the job seeker to explain how he would
proceed. Other shop owners have
the prospect work at the bench for
a time of testing.
While you are interviewing, try to
determine the candidates general
outlook, including his opinion of
himself. Use any knowledge you
have of "body English". If he
slumps in a chair, wraps his arms
around himself, evades some questions, or mumbles so he is difficult
to understand, then beware, because he probably will do the same
or worse with customers. Customers
mainly judge field techs by their
attitudes, so a tech must not give
the impression that he has something to hide.
What about his personal appearance? Most applicants dress
more carefully for a job interview,
so it's likely he will look the same,
or worse, on the job. Try to imagine
yourself as a customer looking
through the peep -hole of a door at
him. Would you want to unlock
your door for a person of that
appearance?

By Archie L. Campbell

Every modern field technician
should be much more than just a
"TV repairman". He should be a

competent technician, of course,
but he also must be a psychologist,
salesman, and public-relations man.
In fact, your field technician is
more important to your business
success than any other person in
your organization. He is the one
who makes that critical person -to person contact with the service customer. Everything he says and does
(or doesn't say or do) directly reflects the type of company he represents. In most cases, he is the only
24

You want a field tech who will be
honest both with you and with your
customers, but you can't merely ask
him if he's honest. Sometimes, you
can get an approximate idea by
learning his attitudes. Is he resentful of all customers, believing they
want to cheat him, so he wants to
get them first? This is a danger
signal. Remember, shop owners are
more and more being held responsible for the actions of their
employees.
Ask for character and business
references, and check them out.

Training A New Tech
Regardless of his experience and
technical background, you must
train the new man in your way of
doing business. Such things as your
pricing system, rules for credit,
what should be done and not done
during service calls, and many more
should be discussed thoroughly.
If your prices might seem high
compared to local competitors,
brief your new man on the reasons
for the prices. Without this knowledge, a tech is tempted to fall back
on the empty, "That's the way the
boss wants it", type of answer,
when a customer questions any
prices. Confidence that your prices
are fair can strengthen your tech,
and help him transfer that confidence to the customers.
Examine yourself

While you are indoctrinating a
new employee, examine your own

appearance, attitudes, and business
principles. Do you, as an example
for your employees, dress as a professional should? Do you have
well -marked trucks or wagons and
require jackets, or other "uniforms"
for identification and to project a
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

(YOU
MPE.TCNT TECHNICIAN,

PSYCHOLOGIST,
-SALESMAN A N b

RR. 1vlAPi.

YES SIR!
good, as they don't show dirt so
quickly, and are not too flashy.
Stay away from blazers; they are
more appropriate for real-estate or
used -car salesmen.

proper image? Do you get along
Remember,
your employees either consciously
or subconsciously will follow your
leadership.
Perhaps it's time to make needed
changes in your business and your

well with customers?

own life.
Who trains?

Never allow the person who is
leaving your company to train the
new employee. Even if he is leaving
voluntarily, without bitterness, his
attitude will not be beneficial to
your business.
One good possibility is your best
technician, but only if he has some
teaching ability, has a good personality, and gets along well with
people.
However, in the final anaylsis,
you might be the best teacher. Your
lost time will be repaid many times
by your new tech's efficiency.
Clothing for techs

Here are some suggestions about
the type of clothing your technicians should wear. I recommend
uniforms because they give a tech a
sense of identity and belonging.
Also, they assure the customer that
the tech actually comes from your
shop. If you include the company
name, the cost and maintenance of
the uniforms is tax deductible.
A dress shirt with tie (not a bow
tie, they are for gas -station attendants), jacket and slacks makes
a very presentable uniform, which
looks professional. Color is important. Dark browns and blues are
February, 1976

Uniforms represent authority,

and the person wearing one auto-

matically radiates some of the
authority. I remember the first time
I wore a shirt and tie while making
service calls. After watching me
work for awhile, the customer said,
"I have never had anyone wearing a
tie work on my TV before." My
answer was, "Well, perhaps this is
the first time you have ever had a
professional technician work on it."
A tech in street clothes is just
another person.
The following are suggestions to
guide you in training a new technician (or for instructing any field
tech).

Good Manners For Technicians
How a technician enters the customer's home is very important.
When he reaches the door, he
should set down the equipment and
caddies, ring the bell or knock, and
step back a couple of paces. Never
give the customer an impression
you are forcing your way in. Wait
until the customer opens the door,
then announce yourself and your
company in this way: "Hello, I'm
Mr. Jones of XYZ Television Service. May I come in?" Pause, and
don't pick up the equipment or
make a move toward the door until
the customer invites you in, or
indicates clearly that you are welcome. Enter with as little confusion
as possible.
If the TV isn't in sight, ask the
customer where it's located. Set
down the equipment in a place that
will be convenient for you to work,

but also where it's out of the customer's way. This is important from
a psychological standpoint. You are
there by invitation, so conduct
yourself as a guest.
This consideration for the customer extends to protecting any
belongings around the TV set, such
as pictures or knick -knacks. Of
course, you shouldn't overdo it as I
did once years ago. I was checking
a large combo, and the top was
filled with knick -knacks. Because I
might break some, and there was
plenty of room inside on either side
of the TV chassis. I carefully placed
them inside the cabinet. Unfortunately, when I finished the repairs. I replaced the back, without
remembering the knick -knacks.
Back at the shop, the service
manager greeted me with a sour
look. "Archie, what did you do with
Mrs. Jones' knick -knacks?" I looked
at him with a blank stare before it
dawned on nie what I had done.
Well, to make a painful story short,
I had
to go back on a call-back
next day, and open the set in full
view of the customer, so she could
see I had not stolen the knickknacks. It was an embarrassing experience, and one that helped me
remember to watch the customer's
property after that.
If it can be done without appearing forced or unnatural, compliment the customer about something
25

outstanding around the home. Perhaps there is a new rug or another
item of furniture, or the television
set might have a large, attractive
cabinet. Be friendly, but don't talk
too long or get personal. After all,
you are there to repair something,
not to be a stand-up comedian or a
marriage counselor.

from minor adjustments. An added
bonus was the attention the customers paid the various patterns on
the screen.
If you are to be a real professional, act it by displaying adequate
tools and test equipment, along
with the technical proficiency to use
them.

No negatives

Don't hurry

Above all else, make only positive
statements or none at all. Don't
downgrade the TV or stereo. The
customer's best judgement was used
during the purchase. So, if you
criticise the merchandise, you automatically criticise the owner.

Outside technicians should make
efficient use of their time. But don't
be obvious in your hurrying. Customers can sense any undue rush,
even though they know nothing
about the technical aspects, and
they will feel cheated. If you want
pleasant, satisfied customers, treat
them as though they (and their
problems) are most important to
you.

Don't blame the manufacturer
for any defect or malfunction.
Often this appears to be the easy
way out for a technician, when the
customer is displeased about the
problem and wants to blame someone. But shifting the blame solves
nothing. In fact, I remember several
cases where a tech talked too much.
Each time, the technician complained so much about the product
that the customer had him stop
work. Then she made a formal
complaint direct to the factory,
eventually receiving a free repair.
Remember, many customers are
upset that the machine failed, and
often fear what the cost of repairs
will be. Don't fan the flames. Be

amiable, and don't argue, but
interject a soothing sentence at
times.
Appear ready to work
I have known technicians who
habitually entered customer's homes
with only a screwdriver, 1/4 -inch
nutdriver, and a pair of pliers
tucked away in a hip pocket!
Maybe that was enough until a
preliminary look at the receiver
suggested what equipment or caddy
was required, but I'm certain many
of the customers wondered what
they were paying for.
In general, we point to all the
expensive test equipment, when
trying to justify our charges. Better
than talking is to show some of it
to the customers. For years, I
carried in a color -bar generator.
Not only does the equipment suggest an investment of money, but
many color receivers benefitted
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More tips

the customer in some
part of the operation. For example,
ask about the present trouble and
others since the last repair. And
listen to what the customer says,
even if it is not helpful at the
moment. Besides the psychological
impact, you might pick up some
hints about other problems, perhaps intermittent ones, that should
be repaired to prevent call-backs.
If you use a test instrument, such
as a tube tester, that has a clear
Good/Bad scale, demonstrate any
abnormal readings to the customer.
Check the tuner for any needed
lubrication and measure the high
voltage. Tell the customer of these
extras, so he or she will appreciate
your good service.
Look the customer straight in the
eyes when you talk to him or her.
The old saying about a crook
having shifty eyes probably is
wrong. But many people believe it.
You are honest, aren't you? Then
Involve

look like it.
Finally, write the invoice, explaining all charges to the customer
in layman's language, and noting

on the invoice any work that was
needed but not authorized by the
owner. All of these things help

prevent nuisance callbacks.

Comments
The natural inclination of many
electronic technicians is to con-

centrate all their attention and skill
on the symptoms and repairs of the
defective machines, while ignoring
(or even resenting) any comments or
suggestions from customers. There
are strong reasons why this is not
beneficial.

Irritations can lead to stronger
irritations in a type of human feedback loop. Most service customers
are upset already because they can't
use and enjoy their machines. And
some have fears of having to spend
more money than they have to
spare, or perhaps they have dark

suspicions that the technicians

might cheat them. Many things add
to their unhappiness. Often they
unconsciously "pick on" the technician, since he is the only person
within reach.
Now, if the technician responds
in like manner, the feedback of

anger spirals until someone's

temper will explode. With electronic feedback, only one open
circuit in the closed loop stops the
oscillation. A technician, of course,
can't always prevent a customer
from being unhappy. But he certainly can open his section of the
feedback loop, thus preventing a
worse situation. Even better, many
people will respond with kindness
when they are shown kindness.
Why should you spend so much
thought and trouble for strangers?
Over the years, I have heard many
a short -fused technician declare he
would not bow down to any
customer. I might reply that we are
all human beings, and should help
each other more. But, for all techs
who won't buy that philosophy,

there's another reason: Getting
along with customers indirectly
places more money in the pocketbook; whereas, sparring with customers costs dollars and ulcers.
This article is directed mainly to
employers. You, as "boss", have
the right to insist that your employee technicians treat your customers with courtesy and their property with respect. In addition, they
should act and look like real professionals.
Yes, having field technicians who
can soothe customers as they make
necessary repairs is one of the

most -valuable assets any service
business can have.
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Servicing stereo
audio systems
Part 6, By J. A. "Sam" Wilson, CET

Technical Advisor For NESDA

All audio amplifiers have bandwidth limitations. If a wide bandwidth is desired,
either or both of two basic methods can be used to achieve it. One is reduction
of gain, particularly with negative feedback, and the other is to incorporate
reactive filters to cancel the rolloffs. Both methods are discussed here.

How wide should the bandwidth "low-pass' filters. One is an RC (re- Figure 1C. Learn to look for such
of an audio amplifier be? We must sistance/capacitance) type, and the "hidden" components in audio cirhedge a bit and say it depends other is RL (resistance/inductance). cuits.
upon the application.
In TV circuits, a low-pass filter of
Exactly where this HF rolloff
For example, the audio amplifier certain characteristics is called an begins depends on the values of reof an intercom might be acceptable "integrator".
sistance and capacitance (or reif the response is flat between 100
Generally, capacitors pass high sistance and inductance). Also, to a
Hz and 4 KHz. That's far from hi- frequencies, inductors pass low fre- lesser extent, the exact curve defi specs. Human ears, on the averquencies, and resistors affect all pends on the impedance at the
age, hear between 16 Hz and 16 frequencies the same.
input and the impedance at the
KHz. Most hi-fi amplifiers are flat
A capacitor connected from output of the filter. For example,
within about 1 dB between 20 Hz ground to the collector of a transis- don't assume that a circuit such as
and 20 KHz. Some hi-fi buffs insist tor (or the plate of a tube) is half of Figure IA always attenuates the
their amps should be flat between an RC low-pass filter. The resis- high end of the audio band. It
20 Hz and 100 KHz. The extra HF tance is the internal resistance of might be there to minimize RF
response is necessary, so they say, the transistor (or tube), as shown in detection, or to eliminate the extra
to preserve the phase and inter modulation characteristics.
In addition, speakers tend to
minimize both the low and high
frequency ends of the audible
spectrum. Microphones are better,
Rl
HIGH AND
but few are flat. Therefore, some
HIGH AND
LOW
-^,nnrLOW
LOW
LOW
applications require the amplifiers
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCIES
FREQUENCY
FREQUENCIES
to have rising response at either
bass (low frequencies) or treble
(high frequencies) to make up for
IA)
IBl
losses in microphones or speakers.
Also, many complete hi-fi ampliC/E IMPEDANCE OF Q1 ACTS AS R1
fiers have adjustable compensators
LF
(called tone controls) to provide the
user with a way of changing the
bandwidth to suit himself.
HF
It's not enough, therefore, merely
(C)
IDI
to design and build amplifiers that
are "flat" over the audible range.
(LOW)
FREQUENCY
IHIGHI
Audio technicians should know
what circuit elements limit bandwidth, and the two general ways of Fig. 1 Low-pass filters impede the passage of high frequencies more than low
frequencies. (A) Capacitors decrease in capacitive reactance as the frequency is
extending bandwidth.
increased. Therefore,

Circuits That
Restrict Bandwidth
Low-pass filters

Figure
28

1

illustrates two kinds of

the voltage divider R1 /C1 'gives more loss at high
frequencies. (B) Inductors increase in inductive reactance as the frequency is
increased. Therefore, the voltage divider L1 /R1 gives more loss at high
frequencies. (C) A transistor acts as a signal voltage in series with the C/E
resistance, so this impedance and Cl form a low-pass filter similar to that of
Figure 1A. (D) This is the approximate curve produced by these low-pass filters.
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

HIGH AND

Cl

HIGH AND

LOW

FREQUENCIES

1

HIGH
REQUENCY

R1

HIGH
REQUENCY

LOW
FREQUENCIE

at

(B)

(A)

amplifiers, the decreasing imCl
Hi

_

LF

(DI

ICI

(LOW)

FREQUENCY

(HIGH)

Fig. 2 High-pass filters impede the passage of low frequencies more than the
high frequencies. (A) The capacitive reactance of C1 increases as the frequency
is reduced, and the voltage divider Cl fRt gives a higher attenuation at low
frequencies. (B) Inductors decrease inductive reactance as the frequency is
decreased. R1/1_1 acts as a voltage divider to decrease the low frequencies. (C)
Input impedance of a transistor must be figured in parallel with any base
resistors when calculating the frequency response of the coupling network,
Cl /R1. (D) These high-pass filters can give a curve similar to this one.

AUDIO
INPUT

pedance of the output transformer
at low frequencies is detrimental
only below about 100 Hz for small,
cheap transformers or 40 Hz for hifi transformers.
Incidentally, a high-pass filter of
certain characteristics is known as a
"differentiator", when used in the
horizontal AFC of a TV set.
Comments

Although we will not give many
exact figures at this time, it's true
that a single -state low-pass filter
(Figure 1A) cannot attenuate the
high frequencies more than 50%
each time the frequency is doubled.
In similar manner, the high-pass
circuit of Figure 2A cannot attenuate the low frequencies more than
50% each time the frequency is
halved.
These truths are easier stated if
we shift to decibels and octaves.
Some musical terms have found
their way into use in the audio
field. Most experienced audio techs

and their customers know that
"bass" (pronounced base) is low
frequencies, and "treble" refers to
high audio frequencies.
In music, an octave is double or
half the frequency. For example, an

at 880 Hz is one octave above
middle A of 440 Hz. And A-220 is
one octave below A-440.
A decibel is not restricted to any
specific voltage; a decibel is a ratio.
If a signal voltage increases by
11%, that is a change of +1 dB. Or
if it decreases by _11%, it is -1 dB.
Other handy figures to remember
are: doubling a voltage represents
+6 dB; and reducing it to half
makes it -6 dB.
After adding these terms, we can
say a single -stage low-pass filter
cannot produce more than -6 dB
per octave in the treble, and single stage high-pass filter cannot attenuate the bass more than -6 dB
per octave.
A

3
At commonly-used collector loads, transistors produce higher gain with
higher value collector resistances. A bass increase is obtained, when C3
bypasses all frequencies except low frequencies, because the collector load is

Fig.

R4

plus R5 at low frequencies, and is R4 alone at high frequencies.

signals of an FM/stereo program,
which are above audible range.
High-pass filters

Two circuits and a hidden example of low-pass RC and RL
filters are given in Figure 2. The
basic filters are just the reverse of
the low-pass ones.
In Figure 2C, the total im-

pedance representing R1 is not
readily apparent. Of course, the
total of any discrete resistors at the
base can be calculated easily. However, the input resistance of Q2
might be any value from 1500 ohms
February, 1976

to 47K ohms, depending on the
exact circuit. That's the reason so
many transistor audio stages have
coupling capacitors in the microfarad range, compared to a fraction
of a microfarad for tubes.

Another high-pass filter that's
even less apparent involves the iron cored output transformer used with
all tube -equipped amplifiers and a
few solid-state ones. The circuit is a
disguised variation of Figure 2B,
where R1 is the plate resistance of
the tube or tubes, and L1 is the

output transformer, with the load
of the speaker across Ll. In actual

Amplifiers have many "filters"
By now, we should realize that
multi-stage amplifiers have many
high-pass and low-pass filters, both
visible and hidden, all restricting
RS

INTERNAL AND STRAY

i

CAPACITANCES CAUSE
HIGH FREQUENCY LOSS

ALTERNATE

CIRCUITS
+V

V

HIGH FREQUENCY
BOOST

tor resistances (at least up to a
point). C3 is chosen to be a short
across R5 at treble and middle frequencies. Therefore, the collector
load is the sum of R4 and R5 at
low frequencies, but is only the
value of R4 at all higher frequencies, thus giving less gain. If
the values of R4, RS, and C3 are
selected carefully, the overall bass
response can be extended as far as
desired.
High -frequency compensation

SMALL

As shown in Figure 4, a transis-

tor has three different internal
capacitances. The B/E and C/E

Fig. 4 Internal capacitances inside transistors and stray capacitances of circuit
wiring cause loss of high frequencies by forming hidden low-pass filters. Three
ways of giving high -frequency boost to flatten the response are shown here and
explained in the text.

INPUT

470 K

Cz

1

SMALL CAP FOR
HF BOOST

BASS
L

27 K

OUTPUT

BOOST

BASS BOOST

BASS
ATTENUATI ON

(LOW)

FREQUENCY

(HIGHI.

Fig. 5 One type of bass boost circuit works by attenuating middles and highs
more than the low bass frequencies. It is a modified low-pass filter, with R1 /C1
the usual components, and with R2 added to flatten the response at the
middles and highs to prevent the loss of all treble. The capacitive reactance of
Cl rises at low frequencies so most of the bass goes through. But at the
middle and high frequencies Cl is nearly a short circuit, and the output there is
determined by the R1 /R2 voltage divider (R2 divided by the sum of R1 and R2).
Incidentally, treble boost can be added easily by paralleling Rl with a small
capacitor. This gives a direct path for the highs, bypassing the voltage divider.

the ideal flat response curve.

Frequency Compensation
If unwanted filters can restrict
the bandwidth, then other oppositeaction filters should be able to
broaden the response.
Low -frequency compensation

The coupling capacitors, Cl and
30

C2 of Figure 3, attenuate the low
audio frequencies. If C3 were a
large electrolytic, say 40 microfarad,
R5 and C3 would be a B+ supply

filter system, reducing hum and
motorboating. But if C3 is made a
smaller value, the low bass frequencies are increased in amplitude. The reason is that transistors
have more gain with higher collec-

capacitances in conjunction with resistances of the circuit form lowpass filters. However, with most
transistors this is of little consequence in the audio band. The C/B
capacitance has a larger effect, because it is not only part of a lowpass filter, but gives negative feedback (Miller Effect) at treble frequencies.
This loss of treble response can
be corrected by adding high -frequency boost in the next stage
(Figure 4). The alternate circuit at
the top has a modified high-pass
filter at the base of Q2. C2 passes
full-strength high treble from Cl to
the base of Q2. Then all frequencies are attenuated by a voltage
divider consisting of R2 versus the
value of R3 and R4 in parallel,
before they also are applied to the
base of Q2. Therefore, the amount
of treble boost is determined by the
attenuation of this voltage divider.
Two kinds of HF boost are used
in the

alternate circuit at the

bottom in Figure 4. The collector
load impedance of QI is increased
at treble frequencies by the addition of LI, thus giving more high frequency gain. Also, the emitter of
Q3 is bypassed by a small capacitance. We'll explain this effect
later.
Effects of impedance

In connection with stray and
internal transistor capacitances, and
their effects on high -frequency response, we must add that the circuit resistances play a large part in
how serious the rolloff of high frequencies will be.
Figure IA shows that capaci ELECTRONIC SERVICING
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Fig. 6 The frequency response curve (Bode plot) at the top
shows the possible bandwidth of an amplifier. Application of
negative feedback (bottom curve) reduces the amplitude more
at the high part of the curve, thus extending the bandwidth at
the 6 dB point more than 25%. Also, the flat part of the curve
is more than doubled.
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Operational -amplifiers (op -amps) are designed to give a linear decrease of gain from negative
feedback. A side effect is that increasing the
feedback widens the high -frequency response. Feedback of 20 dB moved the cutoff out to 100 Hz, and 80
dB feedback flattened the response to 100 KHz. Most
amplifiers have a much wider bandwidth before
feedback is added; op -amps are unique devices.

Fig.

R3 IS PART
THE OUTPUT

GROUND

GC

R4

//LOAD

OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

EMITTER

(B)

ICI

IAI

Fig. 8 A positive -going signal at the base in (A) produces a positive -going signal at the emitter,
when R3 is not bypassed. Because transistor bias is base -to -emitter, any emitter -to -ground AC
voltage must be subtracted from the base -to -ground AC signal to find the effective input signal (B).
Any AC emitter voltage reduces the gain by degeneration.
The gain can be increased to normal by bypassing R3 with a large capacitor, C3. Or, the gain at high
frequencies only can be increased by bypassing R3 with a small capacitor (C2). Diagram C shows
that the emitter resistor is a part of the output load, and any AC voltage across R3 is subtracted

from the normal output signal, reducing the gain.

tances and resistances of low-pass
filters are equally important in
shaping a response curve. Because
most of the circuit capacitances are
fixed and not subject to juggling, it
follows that the resistances which

determine the circuit impedance
should be reduced in value to extend the HF response.
Notice that plate or collector resistors in video amplifiers have
much lower values than those in
audio amplifiers (and those lower
February, 1976

resistors reduce the gain from the
maximum that's possible).

ness -control circuits will be covered
in a later article.

Bass and treble boost
A simple type of bass

boost (with
options for bass control and treble
boost) is shown in Figure 5, along
with an explanation of how it
operates. Essentially, it is a voltage
divider which varies with frequency,

Compensation By
Negative Feedback
Negative feedback flattens the response curve and extends the bandwidth (Figure 6). In addition, distortion is reduced; but that's another story. The price of feedback

giving the most attenuation to

is a loss

middle and treble frequencies.
Additional tone -control and loud-

In the graphs of Figure 6, the
cut-off point is shown as -6 dB,

of gain.
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which is common practice. However, hi -ti standards are more demanding. Notice that, although the
bandwidth is widened from feedback even at the -6 dB points, the

improvement of the flat portion is
much greater.
Also, the improvement flattened
both high and low ends of the response curve (a Bode plot). A reactive filter could improve only one
end.
Another example is found in the
behavior of op -amps, as graphed in
Figure 7. Op -amps are a special
case because they have tremendously high gain at DC, and are designed to rolloff all audio frequencies at -6 dB per octave. (This
unique frequency response is necessary to prevent instability when
there's a large amount of negative

feedback.) Increased

R2

FEEDBACK

(--

OUTPUT

INPUT

AUDIO
INPUT

(B)

IA)

Fig. 9 A base -bias resistor also can supply some negative feedback, if it is
connected base -to -collector, rather than base -to -B + (A). A different value of
resistor is required to provide optimum bias for each way. (B) Feedback over
two stages is even more effective.

feedback

widens the bandwidth, so when
feedback lowers the gain to unity,
the response is good up to about 1
MHz.
Negative feedback reduces gain
by introducing an out -of-phase
signal to cancel part of the input
signal. Assume an amplifier input
signal of -volt peak -to -peak. If a
.9 -volt PP signal of 180° phase
from a subsequent stage is added to
it, the result will be .1 -volt PP. In
other words, the gain has been reduced by a factor of 10. Feedback
usually is expressed in decibels; in
this example the feedback is 20 dB.
Now, suppose the internal gain of
the amplifier increased. The output
voltage would attempt to increase
by the same amount, and also send
more negative -feedback signal back
to the input (which has not
changed). However, an increased
feedback signal would cancel more
of the input. So, the net result
would be a very -slight increase of

INPUT

OUTPUT

INPUT

OUTPUT

(B)

(A)

1

PRE-EMPHASIS

0

(C)

(LOW)

FREQUENCY

Did you notice that the negative
feedback partially corrected both
an increase and a decrease of gain?

loop gain permits a high degree of

What's more, negative feedback

Some Feedback Circuits
Negative -feedback circuits are
found in many different forms.
Probably the most simple is called
"degeneration", and often consists
of nothing more than an emitter
resistor (or cathode resistor with
tubes) that is not bypassed. Let's
analyze what happens when the
selector switch of Figure 8A is set
to the center position so no capacitor is connected. Suppose the posi-

minimizes gain changes from other
defects, such as drifting bias or a

variation of tube emission, and

peaks or valleys in the response
curve are smoothed in the same

many others.
However, there is a limit to the
amount of correction. As the feedback is "used up" to correct the
gain and response, less feedback

If the amplifier has a loss of gain
only at high treble frequencies, the
feedback of those frequencies is decreased, resulting in less cancella-

tion of the input signal, and driving
the amplifier more at that end of

the audio band. Therefore, the
output with feedback is down only
slightly at the treble.

(HIGH)

Fig. 10 In FM stations, a high-pass filter, such as (A) or (B), produces a
precise amount of high -frequency boost (C).

output signal amplitude. Minor
way.
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S
c-

remains. When the feedback

is

weak. the correction is less; and if
the feedback becomes zero, no

correction

is

possible. Negative

feedback is one variety of closed
loop, and no closed loop can give
100% correction. However, a high

correction.

tive peak of a sine wave reaches the
base of Q1, which is a NPN type.

The increased forward bias produces more C/E current, increasing
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

the voltage drop across R3, the
emitter resistor. In other words, a
positive -going base signal produces
a positive -going emitter signal (they
are in phase).
Next, visualize this as a plus sign
at the base, and a plus sign at the
emitter (Figure 8A). When these
voltages are drawn as though they
were batteries (Figure 8B), it's clear
that any emitter -to -ground voltage
(either DC or AC) is subtracted
from the base -to -ground voltage (at
least so far as the transistor is con-

reduces the gain in yet another way,
because it actually is a part of the
collector load and subtracts from
the output signal.
Figure 8C omits the ground to
show the C/E load in two parts. If
R3 and R4 are equal in value, the
useful output from R4 is only 50%
of that possible wihout emitter degeneration. Lower values of R4,
collector load, and higher emitter
resistances (R3) cause more loss of
gain.

cerned) to produce the instan-

Emitter bias?

taneous bias.
Assume a base -to -ground AC
signal voltage of -volt PP, and an
emitter -to -ground AC signal of .4 volt PP. Subtract the emitter signal
(.4 volt) from the base signal (1
volt), and that gives a true input
signal of only .6 -volt PP. So, the
stage only has 60% of the gain it
would have without emitter degeneration.
A large emitter bypass capacitor
(one whose capacitive reactance is
only a fraction of the value of R3 in
Figure 8A) removes the degeneration, restoring full gain.
On the other hand, a small value
for C2, removes the degeneration
only at high frequencies, thus
giving a treble boost.

Although there are several valid
similarities between the actions of
an emitter resistor with a transistor
and a cathode resistor with a tube,
one important distinction needs to
be made.
A cathode resistor usually is the
sole bias source for a tube; it limits
the amount of plate/cathode current. But, a class -A transistor stage
cannot amplify with an emitter resistor and no DC forward bias at
the base.
Bypassed emitter resistors stabilize against temperature effects. Un bypassed emitter resistors do that
too, plus giving degeneration to
help stabilize the AC gain. That's
why they properly are called
"emitter stabilization resistors",
and not bias resistors.
But keep this in proper perspective: an emitter resistor is not the
source of forward bias, but it definitely affects the bias (true bias is

1

One rule for feedback

Amplifier frequency response can
be changed as desired by including
reactive filters (such as high-pass
and low-pass) in the negative feed-

back or degeneration. In such
the modified frequency reof the amplifier will be
opposite the frequency reof the filters used in the
feedback.
For example, if the feedback
incorporates a low-pass filter (that
reduces the treble), and the ampli-

cases,
sponse
exactly
sponse

fier without feedback has flat
response, then the amplifier with
feedback will have rising treble
response.
Or, feedback having a high-pass
action (low -frequency attenuation)
gives bass boost when applied to a
flat amplifier.
Part of the collector load

Au

unbypassed emitter resistor
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AC and DC.

The circuit with R2 from collector to base is not very flexible,
because the bias required takes
precedent over the feedback. But
it's a very useful circuit, for it
stabilizes against heat changes, and
makes thermal runaway impossible.
Obviously, this circuit can be used
only with devices that require the
same polarity of DC voltage at
input and output elements.
Two -stage feedback

emitter voltage subtracted from
base voltage). Remember, bipolar
transistor bias is base -to -emitter
voltage, not base -to -ground.
Single -stage feedback
Previously, we stated

that nega-

tive feedback voltage must be out of-phase with the main signal at the

point of insertion. Therefore, the
only negative feedback possible in a
single -stage amplifier (transistor,
FET, or triode tube) is between the
input and the inverted output elements (base and collector for transistors).
R1 in Figure 9A furnishes DC
forward bias to the base, without
any AC feedback. When R2 is
switched in, it biases the base, but
also gives negative feedback, both

Feedback over two stages increases the loop gain, thus giving
the possibility of more feedback
and better performance.

The circuit most often used
(Figure 9B) has feedback from the
second collector to the previous
emitter (another possibility is feedback from the second emitter to the
first base).
Many tape and magnetic -phono
pre -amps use the basic idea of
Figure 9B, but insert reactive RC
filters in with R2 to boost the bass
or treble.

Reactive Networks Change
Frequency Response
Several situations have been mentioned already where a non -flat
response curve is necessary. There
are many more, and the majority
incorporate reactive RC or RL
filters to shape the response curves.
FM pre -emphasis

The principle behind FM pre -

emphasis and de -emphasis

is a

good example of the benefits of
modifying frequency response.
Noise is distributed about equally
over the audio spectrum, but the
high -frequency portion is more
objectionable to listeners. That's
why most noise -reducing systems

attempt to reduce the high -frequencies in the noise.
In the audio amplifiers at the
FM station, a high-pass filter circuit (perhaps similar to Figure l0A
or lOB) gives a certain amount of
high -frequency boost (Figure 1OC).
Then, following demodulation in
the receiver, a simple low-pass de emphasis filter (Figure 11) rolls off
the highs to restore the original flat
response.
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COST
EFFECTIVE
COMPONENTS
IC ASSORTMENT
25 COMMONLY USED
IC FOR TV AND STEREO

Assortment

$29.95

C.E.C.'s First Line
Transistors

Notice that the system minimizes
the noise in the propagation
path and the receiver, because this
noise is not pre -emphasized, but
goes only through the low-pass
filter. The system has no effect at
all on any noise that might be
mixed with the original audio signal
source at the station.
only

Equivalents
ECG
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC

TR02

162
123

TRO3

159

TR04

152
241
197

TRO1

TRO5
TRO6

RCA
SK3079
SK3122
SK3114
SK3041

GE
$3 45
61

34

67
14

34

75

1.30

1.90

SK3085

Equivalents
ECG

ICs
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC
CEC

IC01
ICO2

714
731

IC03
IC04
IC05
IC06
IC07

713
790
712
709
710
725
718
720
723

ICOB

IC09
IC10
IC11

RCA
SK3075
SK3173
SK3077

GE
IC04

SK3072
SK3135
SK3102
SK3162
SK3159
SK3160

ICO2
IC11

-

-

-

IC05

-

IC08
IC07

$1.30
1.50
1.00
1.40
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.30

Crossover networks
It's not desirable to feed expensive audio power to a speaker that
will ignore it. So, most multiple -

speaker systems have some kind of
crossover network to separate the
frequencies. feeding lows to the
woofer, and highs to the tweeter.
As shown in Figure 12, the most
simple crossover is a capacitor in
series with the tweeter, and an inductor in series with the woofer.
Better results are obtained if a suit -

able capacitor also parallels the
woofer, and an inductor parallels
the tweeter. Elaborate systems have
two LC networks in cascade for
each speaker; these give rolloffs of
12dB-per-octave.

Comments
Many of the techniques applied
to widen the bandwidth also reduce
the amplifier voltage gain. These
include negative feedback, or degeneration, low -value resistors, and
most reactive filters. Of course,
such things as wrong bias, low
supply voltages, and variable volume controls will affect the gain
without changing bandwidth significantly.
One excellent method of flattening bandwidth is to combine negative feedback with reactive -network
Lj
filters.

M.a.a.>ee

.,eeee

C.E.C. Specials
160 MFD 250 VDC

Filters 1,

10

for

10

for 11.00

9.00
INPUT

160 MFD 250 VDC

Filters 1-3/8"
Japanese transistor kit
20 most popular
Miniature electrolytic
kit 25 popular types
Zenith
numbers
$1.50

Ics
221-31

221-32
221-34

221.42
221-45
221-46
221-48
221-51
221-52
221-62
221-65
221-79

1.50
1.75
1.30
1.75
1.65
1.50
1.00
1.00
1.40
2.10

2.10

OUTPUT

DE-EMPHASI

S

8.25
8.25

Ics
612006-1
612007-1
612008-1
612020-1
612021-2
612024-1
612031-1

(A)

181

ILOWI

Magnavox
numbers

FREQUENCY

(HIGH)

$2.10
1.75
1

00

1.50
1.00
1.75
1.30

Fig. 11 A low-pass filter (A) in the FM receiver restores the flat frequency
response of the music. However, any noise reaching the receiver is made less
objectionable by the rolloff action (B) of the de -emphasis filter. This improves
the signal-to-noise ratio.

Delco numbers
DM -11
DM -31
DM -54

$1.75
1.00
2.00

We also stock new and
used ultrasonic cleaners.

Minimum order $25.00.
We pay shipping.

00f ER

CROSSOVER

C.E.C.
Cost Effective Components
P.O. Box 1965, Burlingame, CA. 94010
4151344-6383

For More Details Circle
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NETWORKS

TWEETER

Fig. 12 Crossover networks improve
the frequency response and power handling ability of multiple speaker
systems. Non -polarized capacitor C2
removes the bass tones from the
tweeter (some crossovers include L2
to give a sharper cutoff), and inductor
L1 filters out most of the treble from
the woofer (C1 across the woofer
helps the filtering).

(18) on Reply Card
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Frank Presson's first step in selling a Jerro d universal TV rerr cte czntrol is to repair the TV receiver, making sure

works properly on sil channels.

Extra income
from remote controls
Everyone needs additional income to offset inflation. Here's an example
of a service dealer who increases his income by demonstrating and
selling ¡remote controls during service calls. Study the techniques, and
perhaps you too will be inspired to sell some type of accessory.
By Bert Wollf, General Manager. Jerrold DSD Division

Frank Presson of Presson TV
Service in Wichita, Kansas makes
eight to ten service calls a day. His
son, Gary, is the bench man who
repairs the sets his father brings in,
plus one or two per day that
customers drop off at the shop.
February, 1976

The business is operated out of

Frank's home, using just one

service truck, and a modest amount
of test equipment. Presson has been
in the business since TV started,
and enjoys an excellent reputation,
so he doesn't have to spend time

and money searching for customers.
Frank and Gary have all the
business they can handle. That's
why the phone number is unlisted!
So far, Presson TV appears to be
typical of a small-but successfulservice operation. However, one
35

"If I told them the remote controls, the more they want to own
control cost $100, I'd lose the sale the unit.
right there," he says. "So, I just
While the customer is operating
put them off, saying I want to
the remote control, Frank tells
$100.
demonstrate it first."
them some of the not -so -obvious
Of course, Frank doesn't get this
As he talks to the customer,
sales features. "This remote control
bonanza by mumbling, "You Frank hooks the unit to the will pay for itself within a few
wouldn't wanna buy a remote con- antenna terminals of the TV re- years, because it saves a lot of
trol, would you?" No, the secret is ceiver (he carries pre -wired cables), wear -and -tear on the TV set."
the in -home demonstrations.
and in about a minute the installa"Notice that the TV channel
knob doesn't move when you
tion is complete.
Demonstrate, Then Sell
First, Frank shows how to use change channels with the remote
After his customers see how the the remote to turn on and off the
buttons. This means that you won't
remote control works, and try it for TV power, then how easy it is to go have to call me in as often to clean
themselves, more than half of them from one channel to another,
or repair your tuner. I know you
without bothering with the ones in worry about the kids spinning the
buy the unit for $99.95.
Frank doesn't try to sell remote between. Finally, he shows the fine- tuner around and changing chancontrols on every service call. He tuning action.
nels all the time. Well, they can
picks his spots carefully, choosing
The most important part of the
push these buttons all they want to
people he feels can afford the unit demonstration is to let the customer
and it won't hurt the TV. It won't
and are likely to buy it. Of the 40 operate the controls. Frank is affect the operation of the TV set
or 50 calls he makes a week, he patient while the customer pushes any more than if someone at the
demonstrates to only five or six cus- buttons, because most people are studio switches from one camera to
tomers.
fascinated by the remote control.
another. All it does is change the
Presson carries remote -control Also, the more they play with the signal into the TV set."
units in his service truck. His first
step in selling remote controls is to
repair the TV set as quickly and
inexpensively as possible. A very
fast and competent trouble -diagnostician, Frank repairs a surprising
number of sets in the home-not
just tube changes, but defective resistors, capacitors, etc. He charges
$12.50 for a service call, plus parts.
Whereas some service organizations
average five to seven tubes per call,
Presson averages less than two
tubes per call. His customers trust
him and he lives up to that trust.
Once the set is fixed, he shows
the customer that it works. Then,
he says something similar to this:
"I'd like to show you something
new; it's the slickest thing they've
come out with since the invention
of color TV. Let me show you how
it works." Frank displays the
remote -control box, and usually the To demonstrate
the remote control, Frank connects the converter between the
customer asks what it is and how
much it costs. However, Frank side- antenna downlead and the terminals on the receiver, and plugs the receiver's
steps a direct answer about price.
power cable into the converter. That's all the wiring.
unique difference is that Frank, for
the past year, has sold two or three
Jerrold TV Remote Controls each
week, making an extra profit of
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Nail polish applied to the buttons of the channels in use help the customers

(especially those with poor vision) to find the stations easily.

basement and up beside a couch or
easy chair.
Next, Frank mounts the converter. For the demonstration, the converter was laid on top of the TV
set. But, as a permanent installation, he hangs the converter on the
TV back, using the bracket supplied. For portables, he sometimes
mounts the unit in an out-of-theway place several feet from the TV

receiver, using

This is one of the customers of Presson TV, enjoying the remote control.

"And the remote control itself is
very rugged. When you decide to
retire this set, you can hook the
remote control up to a new set in a
few minutes. The remote control
will outlast two or three TV sets."
If the customer tells of some
acquaintance that has a remote
control, Presson says, "But it's
probably the old type that wears
out tuners." He goes on to explain
about the motor drive which operates only in one direction, requiring
more turning to find the desired
channel. Also, the expense of repairing the motor -drive types often
is excessive, and the machinery
can't be transferred to another TV.
By this time, the customer is usually very eager to own the remote
control and Frank is ready to discuss price. Frank tells the customer
that the unit normally sells for
$99.95 plus installation. However, if
February, 1976

they make a buying decision right
away, Frank offers to do the
installation free.

Installation
Since the unit already is attached
and operating by the time the sale
is made, you might think that the
installation is complete. But Presson doesn't believe in taking shortcuts. He takes great pains to be
sure the customer gets maximum
satisfaction from his new remote

control.
First, he asks where the 'remote
control customarily will be used,
then he plans how to run the 25'
control cable. The wire has a small
diameter and usually is easy to
hide. Sometimes Frank runs the
cable under the rug, along the
baseboard, or over door moldings.
In rare cases, he drills holes in the
floor, routing the cable through the

a

longer output

cable.
Finally, as an extra touch, Frank
uses nail polish to mark the
channels available in Wichita. This
makes it easy-especially for older
people-to locate the right button.

Rentals
Recently, Frank found a new way
of profiting from remote controls:
rentals. Where there's a sick child
or an invalid in a home, he offers
to rent a remote -control unit for
only $7.50 per month. To a busy
housewife, the unit can be a blessing, for she no longer is called into

the sickroom just to change a
channel or turn on the TV.

Presson usually rents with an option to buy, and most rentals lead
to sales. Viewers enjoy using the
remote control so much they are
reluctant to give it up.

Remarks
If you want to know more about
the Jerrold Model TRC-12 remote
control, refer to "Reports From
The Test Lab" starting on page 25
of ELECTRONIC SERVICING for
January, 1975.
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Medical Electronics Notebook, Part 3

CARDIA
PACEMAKERS
By Edward J. Bukstein

The ability to control heart rate
by means of electrical stimulation
has given the cardiologist an im-

portant tool for the management of
patients suffering from heart block.
Battery -operated pacers, both temporary and implantable, are available with characteristics suitable for

various clinical situations. Pulse
rate and stimulating current are
adjustable and can be selected
according to the circumstances of
each individual case.

Conduction Defects
The sinoatrial (SA) node is a
region of specialized tissue in the
wall of the right atrium. This is the
natural pacemaker of the heart; it
emits a series of electrical pulses,
each of which triggers a cycle of
cardiac activity.
As the pulse from the SA node
spreads across the atrial walls, it
initiates atrial contraction to pump
blood into the ventricles. The pulse
is then picked up by another area
of specialized tissue known as the
atrioventricular (AV) node. From

here, the

pulse is conducted

through special pathways of conductive tissue to the ventricles (Fig.
12-1). While the pulse is passing
through the conductive tissues to
the ventricular walls, atrial contraction moves the blood into the
ventricles. Therefore, by the time
ventricular contraction begins, the
blood is already in the ventricles
and ready to be pumped out into
the lungs and the circulatory system. After each contraction, the
heart relaxes, the atria refill with
38

The following article is reprinted by special permission of Howard W. Sams
& Co., from "Introduction
To
Biomedical Electronics", book number

21005.

blood, and another pulse is .gen- the heart is employed in cases of
erated in the SA node to start the heart block as a complication of
next cycle of cardiac activity.
myocardial infarction, for disturIf the conductive pathways to the bances of atrioventricular conducventricles are for any reason dis- tion following cardiac surgery, in
rupted, atrial -generated pulses can the initial operative stages for the
no longer trigger ventricular activ- implantation of a permanent paceity, and ventricular contractions will maker, and in the management of
no longer be synchronized with certain tachyarrhythmias. The tematrial activity. The atria will con- porary pacemaker is a small, battinue to beat at a normal rate, but tery -operated pulse generator, such
the ventricles, deprived of the stim- as the one shown in Fig. 12-2. This
ulating pulses, will assume an unit will operate either in an asynindependent, unsynchronized rhy- chronous mode (pacing the heart at
thm. The ventricular rate, typically a fixed rate) or in the demand
about 30 to 40 beats per minute, is mode (pacing the heart only when
referred to as an idioventricular the natural rate falls below the
rhythm. This low rate may produce preset rate of the pacemaker). The
a deficiency of cerebral blood flow rate is adjustable in the range of 50
with such symptoms as faintness, to 150 pulses per minute, and
dizziness, or complete blackout. It stimulating current can be varied
is in situations of this type that the through a range of 0.1 to 20
electronic pacemaker finds one of milliamperes. The width (duration)
its most important applications. of each pulse is 1.8 milliseconds.
The pacemaker takes over the task
The pulses from the pacemaker
of stimulating the ventricles at a are applied to the heart through
normal rate, typically 70 beats per pacing leads, such as shown in Fig.
minute.
12-2. This is a transvenous endoIf the conduction pathways are cardial electrode and is popular for
completely blocked so that no temporary pacing because its inserpulses from the atrial region can tion is accomplished with a simpler
reach the ventricles, the condition is technique than that required for
known as complete block. In some placement of myocardial electrodes.
patients, the conductive pathways The endocardial electrode is introfunction normally at times but duced through a peripheral vein
become blocked at other times. and is pushed along until its tip is
This is known as an intermittent within the ventricle of the heart. In
block and is another type of situa- the bipolar type of lead shown in
tion in which the use of an artificial Fig. 12-2, there are two electrodes:
pacemaker may be indicated.
a platinum tip at the distal end of
the lead and a platinum ring a
Temporary Pacemaker
short distance back from the tip.
Temporary electrical pacing of The tip and ring electrodes are
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

SA NODE
BUNDLE BRANCHES

AV NODE

Fig. 12-1 Natural pacemaker and conduction
system in the human
heart. (Courtesy Medtronic).

Fig.

12-2

Model

588

Medtronic deman
pacemaker. (Courtes
Medtronic).

connected to the pacemaker through momentarily deflects toward the
left; each time the pacer emits a
two coil -spring conductors inside an
pulse, the pointer momentarily derubber.
silicone
insulating sleeve of
flects toward the right. The sensing
When operating in the demand
and pacing activity can therefore be
mode, the pacer in Fig. 12-2 is programmed from the R -wave poten- quickly verified by observing the
tial (which it senses through the meter.
same lead used to stimulate the
Implantable Pacemakers
heart). Whenever it senses an R
Temporary pacers are employed
wave, the pacer resets its timing
circuit for one cycle of operation. for short-term applications, usually
less than one week. When longAt a rate of 60 pulses per minute,
be
would
term pacing is required, an imcycle
one
example,
for
plantable instrument is employed.
1/60 minute or 1000 milliseconds.
During the first 250 milliseconds The implantable pacer is a minafter the timing circuit is reset, the iaturized pulse generator encased in
pacer is in a refractory condition, materials compatible with the body
and its sensing circuit is blocked. -epoxy, with a covering of silicone
This prevents it from being reset a rubber, is a common type of casing.
second time by the T wave. During Some of the newer units are
the remaining 750 milliseconds of shielded by a housing of titanium
the cycle, the pacer is in a sensing to keep out interference that might
mode and will respond to an R affect the operation of the pacer.
Such interference, for example, may
wave. If an R wave occurs during
this interval, the timing circuit is be generated by microwave ovens,
reset for another cycle. If an R gasoline ignition systems, radar
wave does not occur by the end of equipment, or diathermy units.
The pacer is implanted subeach 1000 -millisecond cycle, the
pacer will emit a stimulating pulse. cutaneously, either in the abdominal area or below the collarThe pacer thus remains "inactive"
within
occur
bone, as shown in Fig. 12-4, and
if the intrinsic R waves
other
leads from the pacer are connected
each
of
milliseconds
1000
(heart rate of at least 60 beats per directly to the heart. Either endominute), but emits stimulating cardial or myocaridal electrodes
pulses if the natural rate drops may be used. Endocardial elecbelow 60 beats per minute. The trodes are inserted transvenously
into the heart; myocardial electiming cycle is illustrated in Fig.
trodes are attached to the myocar12-3.
dial wall.
in
the
A sense-pace indicator
Four general types of implantable
(Fig.
meter
miniature
a
of
form
12-2) provides an indication of pacers are currently in use. One of
pacer activity. Each time the pacer these is the fixed-rate (asynsenses an R wave, the pointer chronous) type and the other three
February, 1976

are demand (synchronous) pacers.
The characteristics of these pacemakers are described below.
Asynchronous Pacemaker

The fixed-rate pacer emits stimulating pulses at a rate of 70 pulses
per minute (the pacer may be
ordered for other rates in the range
of 60 to 80 beats per minute).
This type of pacer is particularly
suitable for older patients suffering
from complete heart block. Because
of its fixed rate, the pacer does not
permit the patient's heart rate to
increase with physical activity and
workload. However, in these
patients, physical activity is limited
by other considerations.
R -Wave

Triggered Pacemaker

The synchronous or demand
pacer is more widely used than the
fixed-rate type. The demand pacer
contains a sensing circuit that
responds to the electrical activity of
the heart. As long as the natural
rate of the heart remains above the
preset rate of the pacer, the pacer
remains quiescent. However, if the
natural rate should drop below the
instrument rate, the pacer will
assume control of the heart. Synchronous pacers are particularly
suitable for patients with intermittent heart block. The pacer remains
quiescent until the heart block
occurs and the ventricular rate
tends to drop below normal; the
pacer then takes over to maintain a
normal rate.
The R -wave triggered pacer, also
39

Now you can stock only 300 semiconductors
instead of 112,000.

known as an R -wave synchronized
or a synchronized standby pacer,
senses each depolarization of the
ventricles and synchronizes its own
pulse with this depolarization. The
pacer pulse is thus emitted during

The design of the pacer is such
that it remains refractory for a
period of time after each emitted
pulse. This refractory period prevents pacer response to a large
amplitude T wave or to other
extraneous stimuli that may cause
pacer -induced tachycardia. After
the refractory period, the pacer
returns to the sensing mode. If it
does not detect an R wave before
the end of a preset interval, the

the natural R wave, and therefore
does not affect the heart rate.
However, if a natural depolarization
(R wave) does not occur within a
preset interval of time, the pacer
will spontaneously emit a pulse.

IF AN R WAVE HAS NOT

R

OCCURRED BY THIS TIME,
PACER WILL EMIT A PULSE

WAVE OCCURRED
HERE

AND RESET FOR ANOTHER CYCLE

30

ms

PACER IS IN REFRACTORY
MODE (WILL NOT SENSE)

750

PACER IN

m.

SENSING MODE (IF AN

R

WAVE OCCURS DURING 'HIS INTERVAL,
PACER WILL RESET FOR ANOTHER
CYCLE, STARTING

WITH A 250

MILLISECOND REFRACTORY 'ERIOD)

Fig. 12-3 Timing cycle of pacemaker.
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pacer emits 'a pulse
becomes refractory.
R -Wave

and

again

Inhibited Pacemake-

The R -wave inhibited pacer, also
known as an R -wave blocked or a
blocked standby pacer, also senses

ventricular depolarization, but it
responds by blocking itself so that
no pulse is emitted. This inhibiting
characteristic of the pacer prevents
driving the heart in response to
external interference. If a natural
depolarization (R wave) does not
occur within a preset interval of
time, the pacer will emit a stimulating pulse.
Because the pacer does not emit

pulses during intervals of normal
heart activity, a method of testing
the competency of the pacer is
desirable. For this purpose, a
magnetically operated switch is
included within the pacer. When a
magnet is placed on the patient's
chest above the pacer, the magnetic
switch is actuated. This converts
the pacer to a fixed-rate mode of
operation. The competency of the
pacer is now verified by noting the
effect on the patient's pulse rate or
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

With RCA's SK Series you need
stock fewer different semiconductors than you'd have to with any
other major brand. Because our 300
devices can replace 112,000. And
they're all immediately available.
OEM Quality. You don't have to be
concerned about quality with RCA
SK's. They measure up to strict AQL
Standards to protect you from time wasting callbacks. Lets you make
more calls. And more profits.
See your RCA Distributor for a copy
of the new RCA SK Replacement
Guide. Or send $1.00 to RCA Distributor and Special Products Division,
P.O. Box 85, Runnemede, N.J.
08078. Phone: (609) 779-5735.

R CI1
on an electrocardiogram. When the
magnet is removed from the patient's chest, the pacer reverts to
the demand mode of operation.
An implantable pacer of the
inhibiting type is illustrated in Fig.
12-5. This pacer emits a stimulating
pulse only if ventricular depolarization fails to occur within the

standby period. The rate of the
pacer is preset to 70 pulses per
minute but is adjustable in the
range of 50 to 120 pulses per
minute. This adjustment is accomplished by inserting a Keith surgical
needle tirough the rubber covering
of the "nipple" protruding from the
right of the case in Fig. 12-5. The

SK Replacement

Semiconductors

triangular cross section of the
needle mates with an opening in
the shaft of a variable resistance.
As

the needle

is

turned, the

resistance changes, and the rate of
the pacer changes accordingly. Rate
changes can be accomplished in
this manner even after the pacer is

MEDTRONIC
CHARDACK
ULSE

n*°

GENERATOR

USA

5442
7KÚ2400

Fig. 12-4 Implanted pacemaker. (Courtesy Medtronic).
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Fig. 12-5 Pacemaker of inhibiting type. (Courtesy Medtronic).
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implanted (by inserting the needle

maximum rate in the range of 120
to 150 pulses per minute.
In the event of loss of atrial
rhythm or of failure of the atrial

prevent this occurrence, the pacemaker should be pinned or taped in
nipple of the pacer).
position beside the patient.
The titanium housing of the
Before each use of the pacer, a
pacer in Fig. 12-5 shields the circuit electrode, the pacer becomes a fresh battery should be installed.
against electrical interference from fixed-rate instrument of about 60 Ideally, if facilities are available,
outside sources.
pulses per minute.
the pacer should be tested immediately before use.
Special Precautions
The Atrial -Sensing Pacemaker
Synchronous pacers, both temThe use of a temporary pace- porary and implanted, are designed
In contrast to ventricular -programmed pacers which sense de- maker requires special precautions, to sense electrical activity. They are,
polarization of the ventricles, the because the leads to the heart are therefore, susceptible to electrical
atrial -programmed pacer responds exteriorized. Care should be exer- interference. In a hospital environto the P wave. An atrial electrode cised to avoid touching the bare ment, such interference may be
senses the activity in this region of wires or connector at the proximal generated by diathermy or cautery
the heart, but the stimulating pulse end of the leads. Touching the bare equipment. In a nonhospital enfrom the pacer is applied to a metal may inject a leakage current vironment, interference may be
ventricular electrode. The pacer that will Clow directly to the heart. produced by electric shavers, microcircuit has a built-in delay to Under these conditions, relatively wave ovens, and automotive ignition
simulate normal AV conduction few microamperes of current may systems. Although the pacer is not
time so that the ventricles do not produce ventricular fibrillation. The likely to be affected unless it is in
contract until there has been suf- pacemaker-particularly the ter- very close proximity to the source of
ficient time for blood to transfer minals and connecting wires- interference, patients wih imfrom the atria.
should be covered or placed inside planted pacers should be warned of
Because it responds to atrial a large surgical glove to prevent the possible hazard. Depending
activity, this type of pacer increases accidental contact.
upon the design of the pacer and
the ventricular rate in response to
Another possible danger is that the nature of the interference, the
the patient's physical activity. How- the pacemaker, because of its small pacer may be either shut off or
ever, to prevent tachycardia trig- size, may be accidentally bumped accelerated by the interfering signal.
gered by a rapid atrial arrhythmia, or brushed aside, possibly pulling Symptoms may range from a feelthe pacer is designed to have a out the intracardiac electrodes. To ing of faintness to a rapidly

through the skin overlying the
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NOTES

I.

SWITCH St SHOWN IN POSITION NO.I,

FULLY COUNTERCLOCKWISE,VIEWED
FROM FRONT OF SWITCH

POSITON
1;E)T ON
2,S -BY EXT
3; O,F
4; S -BY INT
5; IST ON

2.

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
ALL RESISTORS ARE IN OHMS,* 10%, 1/2*
ALL CAPACITORS ARE IN MICROFARAOS

CONTINUITY

7-12,1-2-9
8-12;1-2-4
NONE

10-12
11-12

Fig. 12-6 Pulse generator circuit of Pacemaker 808. (Courtesy Zenith -Travenol).

pounding heart. The pacemaker
patient should be instructed to
withdraw from the presence of any
electrical apparatus which produces
these symptoms.

Zenith -Travenol Pacemaker 808
The 808 Pacemaker produces
output pulses 2 to 3 milliseconds in
width and variable over a range of
20 to 120 pulses per minute. It is
suitable for both external pacing
(through the chest wall) and internal pacing (electrode in direct
contact with the heart muscle). The
pacer is battery -operated and has a
built-in regulated charger. By means
of a front -panel switch, it can be

operated independently of other
bedside equipment, or it can be set
to a standby mode and activated
automatically in response to an
alarm signal.
The pulse generator circuit of the
808 Pacemaker is shown in Fig.
12-6. The I2 -volt supply can be
applied to the pulse generator
either directly through switch Si or
through the contacts of relay K1.
When the voltage is applied through
SI, the pacer operates indepen-

pins I and 2 of J5).
When the pacer is used in the
internal mode (direct connection to
the patient's heart), resistor R9
limits the amplitude of the stimu-

dently of other bedside equipment.
When the supply voltage is applied
through the contacts of K1, the
pacer is activated in response to an
alarm ground at pin H of J4.
Zener diode CRI, operating from
the 12 -volt supply, provides a
regulated potential of 10.2 volts for
blocking oscillator Ql. Transformer
coupling from the collector to the
base provides the feedback necessary to pulse Ql, and the pulsing
rate can be varied by means of R5
which controls the base current.
An additional winding on pulse
transformer TI couples the pulse to
the base of 02, and collector
curren: of this transistor flows
througr the primaries of T2 and
T3. Transformer 'h2 couples the
pulse to a neon lamp to provide
front -panel indication of the pulse

lating current. Higher levels of
current are required for external
pacing (through the chest wall).
Resistor R9 is shorted out by
selector switch SI in the external
position.
The POWER lamp provides a
front -panel indication of the mode
of operation. When switch SI is in
the on mode, the 12 -volt supply is
applied through CR4 to the
POWER lamp. Under these conditions, the lamp is illuminated to
full brilliance. When SI is in a
standby position, the lamp is connected to the 12 -volt supply through
resistor RIO. The lamp is now
illuminated at hal/ brilliance.
Meter MI provides a front -panel
indication of the level of battery
charge. The meter is switched into
the circuit only when TEST push

activity.
Fron- transformer T3, the pulse
is coupled to Q3 through AMPLI-

TUDE control R8. Each pulse
turns Q3 on. and the pulse is then

button S2

couplec through C5 to the patient.
Transistor Q3 functions as an
emitter -follower with the patient as
the emitter load (connected between

charge

is

is

pressed. Battery

maintained by

a

line -

operated charging circuit (not
shown in Fig. 12-6).

J5
2

+12v
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make accurate measurements, the
questions arose more quickly than
the answers could be formulated.
One surprise was in finding that
the retrace circuit also supplied a
substantial portion of the trace as
well. Another mystery was what
forced the change each time from
trace ringing to retrace ringing, and
back again. How can a positive
voltage appear in the trace circuit
without any DC path? There are
many more puzzling questions;
however, we'll deal with them at the
proper time.

SERVICING
RCA NL-100
Part 4/By Gill Grieshaber, CET

Interesting surprises are in store for any tech who tries to understand the exact operation of the RCA horizontal-sweep circuit
that uses diodes and SCR's to switch different resonant filters for
trace and retrace. Most explanations in the past have been
superficial, and the usual voltage waveforms show little of the
Ground Rules
true actions. In this article, we are presenting many unique waveTrace. retrace, and HV regulaforms of AC signal currents, to help you visualize the many steps tion of the RCA C"fC 58 chassis all
forming the sweep, and thus enable you to service more operate by inductance/ capacitance
efficiently.
(LC) tuned circuits. And tuned
circuits usually are either series For several years, I thought I tuned or parallel -tuned types. In
understood the theory of the RCA the RCA versions, they appear to
SCR -sweep horizontal circuit. I had be series.
heard the usual explanations, and
Last month, however, we pointed
had repaired many defects in the out that only the method of injectsweep circuit, without exce';sive ing the input signal was different.
problems. The basic idea seemed Both types operate by forcing elecsimple enough. SCR's and diodes trons from coil to capacitor, then
arc used to switch the yoke current capacitor to coil, etc.
SC R102
SCR101
Figure shows how the closing of
The cases of SCR102 and SCR101 are from a low -frequency tuned circuit
good test points for the DC voltages (trace) to a higher -frequency one for any "switch" connects coil and
retrace.
and waveforms of the retrace and
capacitor in parallel. Only the
trace halves of the horizontal sweep in
But when I actually started to ground point is different from that
RCA CTC58 color receivers.
photograph the waveforms and in conventional circuits.
1

Fig. 1 The schematic of (A)
illustrates a parallel -tuned
LC resonant circuit. In the
yoke circuit of the CTC58
(B), the capacitor and inductor are paralleled when
either of the switching devices conducts, even though
the wiring seems to be a
series circuit. Notice that #2
connects to #3, and #4
connects to #1 in both

(A)

cases.

SMALL

Fig.

2

Simplified retrace

and trace tuned circuits are
shown here. In (A) C406 and
0120 are in series, so they

resonate with the yoke at
about 35 KHz, when SW1 is
open. With SW1 closed (B),
C120 and the yoke resonate
to about 5 KHz (measured
with an audio oscillator).
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ISN'T IT TIME YOU DID

Fig. 3 Ringing is never allowed to proceed long enough to produce a
complete sine wave, although several
half cycles are formed. The frequency
of the C120 ringing is so low that the
half cycles meet. Maximum voltage
occurs at the center of trace. The frequency of ringing at C406 is so high
that each half cycle resembles a
pulse. Maximum voltage of C406
occurs at the middle of retrace. C406
has 1/40th of the capacitance of C120,
and has almost 20 times the voltage
charge.

Tuning capacitors

The RCA circuit (simplified in
Figure 2) has two tuning capacitors
connected in series with the yoke.

This produces a relatively -high
resonant frequency. For trace, the
smaller capacitor is shorted out, reducing the resonant frequency accordingly.
Notice, as we go through the detailed explanation later, that both
of these capacitors are charged and
discharged as they become load or
power source (refer to the details of
one cycle of ringing on page 25 of
the January, 1976 ELECTRONIC
SERVICING). However, the retrace
circuit has the smaller capacitance
(larger "Q"), so the charge on C406
at the center of retrace is very large
(about 500 volts PP). In fact, this is
the pulse at the anode of SCR101

that

we consider the principal
sweep waveform. By comparison,
C120 has only about 22 volts PP of
parabolic waveform with the maxi-

mum positive occurring at the
center of trace (Figure 3).
We tend to overlook C120 in
practical servicing, but this should
not be. Trace uses C120 as the resonant capacitor; without it, trace
is impossible.
All of the horizontal-sweep and

high -voltage power is funneled
through C406. That's why C406
must have special construction to
February, 1976

SOMETHING
TO SHOW YOUR CUSTOMERS
THAT YOU'RE QUALIFIED?

.

.
.

There's a way you can
without joining an association
without attending meetings
without paying dues.
.

All you have to do is bone up on your theory a bit and take
the test to become a Certified Electronic Technician.
Then, instead of just saying "John Doe" on your business
card, it will say "John Doe, CET'. Just as the MD after a
doctor's name identifies the doctor as being trained and
competent, so does the CET identify you as being
competent in your profession.
And we'll help you do it. First. we'll supply the study
guide. We've purchased 5,000 copies of H. W. Sams' "The
Study Guide for CET Examinations", by Wilson and Glass
which sells for S5.95. We'll send a copy free, to the first
5.000 technicians that write asking for one. The only
qualification is that you are presently working as a TV
technician. Just write me on your company letterhead, or
if you don't have one, enclose your business card. Be sure
to include your mailing address and zip code.

Second, we'll reimburse you for half the cost of the test,
which is twenty dollars. Well, actually. we'll send you ten
dollars worth of our products. free, when you send us a
copy of your certificate, Fair enough?

-

you must request the Study
There's just one catch
Guide by March 1st, 1976 and must take the test by
November 1st, 1976.
Why are we doing this? Simply because the heart of our
business is with the professional technician. Whatever is
good for his profession is good for us at Tech Spray.
Besides. the TV industry has been good to me and owe it
one.
I

-
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P. O. Box 949. Amarillo. Texas 79105
makers of BLUE STUFF. BLUE SHOWER, Rx. minus 62 and many other
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RETRACE

i

withstand the high AC currents
without excessive heating.
It's well known that the trace
section (anode of SCR101) can be
shorted to ground without damage
(of course, there's no deflection or
high voltage). This is one step in
finding the cause of a tripping circuit breaker. Better a dead short
than an erratic one.
Probably the reason for this
strange reaction is that the sweep
circuit is very sensitive to double triggering of the oscillator, or to
off -frequency operation. And many
sweep defects drive the oscillator
far away from the correct frequency. We'll comment more about
this in the troubleshooting round-

TRACE

YOKE

(CR10)
AND

(CR40)

(R40-2)

4 Retrace components have
been added, but the SCRs and

Fig.

diodes

represented

are

by

switches.
Fig. 5 Oscillator drive to the gate of
retrace SCR102 (bottom waveform)
occurs considerably before either the
sync pulse (top waveform) or the HV
pulses. That's because retrace current starts much sooner in the SCR
circuit than it does with tubes. The
faint vertical edges of these and the
following waveforms have been
widened to make them more clear.

up.

The Basic Circuit
The complex circuitry action is

easier to understand when presented in small steps. Figure 4
shows the basic circuit, with the
diodes and SCR's represented by

switches. For this part of the
explanation, the reasons will not be
SCR102
VOLTAGE

SUPPLY

Fig. 6 Conventional voltage waveforms show very little of the complex
operation. This waveform of the retrace circuit, taken at the anode of
SCR102, indicates no activity during
retrace when SCR102 and CR402
take turns conducting. Neither does
it show any trace operation. Actually,

\ /\ /
TRACE

SCR101

CR401

TI

\/
RETRACE

SCR102CR402

T3

the waveform shows only some
things about the HV regulation.
Fig. 7 The usual voltage waveform at
the anode of trace SCR101 also
shows no trace activity, and nothing
else except the HV pulses at the output of C406.

CR401

SCR101

U

RETRACE

this partial schematic, along

14

T2

TO

TO

with the capacitor values.

(CR40)

CR402

RETRACE

SWITCH
FROM

(E-406

(.108)

(sCR102)

RETRACE
SWITCH

G

x066

TRACE

(CR101
TRACE

OSC

SWITCH

(T401)

FILTER

components. Then ringing of
the retrace circuit stops because
SCR102 is not gated on. Current
continues to flow through the yoke,
but through SCR101 (which disconnects C406 and the retrace circuit),
and charging C120. When the yoke
current drops to zero, C120 is fully
charged, and its voltage biases on
same

TRACE

Fig. 8 All of the essential CTC58
sweep components are shown in

COMMUTATOR
COIL

Ti

given, nor the extent of the action,
but just the approximate steps.
DC power has been stored in
C406. When SCRIO2 is gated into
conduction by a pulse from the oscillator, current flows through L108,
C406, the yoke, C120 and back to
the SCR. This is the first half cycle
of retrace ringing.
At the start of the second half
cycle of retrace, CR402 conducts a
reverse -polarity current through the

SWITCH

YOKE

CR401, conducting a current
through the yoke for the second
half of trace. At this time, another
gate signal at SCRIO2 starts the
next retrace cycle.
If that sounds simple, it's only
because some essential details were
omitted. For example, the previous
circuit description did not mention
any job for L108, yet the sweep will
not operate without it. The functions of L108 and C407 will be ex-

plained in detail later.
4150v
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Unique Facts
Here are a few interesting facts
ELECTRONIC SERVICING

waveform shows merely a baseline
(Figure 7).
Current waveforms are required
to show how the sweep really works.

Diodes And SCR's
At the voltages and currents encountered in the sweep circuit, a
silicon diode can be described as a
electronic switch, one operated only

YOKE

iCURRENT

12

Cao6
CUR RENT

Fig. 9 These ara the important waveforms
of the CTC5E SCR -sweep circuit, arranged with co-rect phases (checked two
at a time with a dual -trace scope). Faint
vertical lines nave been drawn in for
better clarity. Retrace is between T4 and
TO. Notice that SCR102 and CR402
supply all of the retrace current plus part
of the trace cLrrent at each edge of the
TV screen.

are not like transistors that emit a
signal when conducting. Instead,
they are short circuits when working. The voltage waveforms usually
taken 3f SCR102/CR402 or
SCR101/CR401, therefore, show a
near-zerc voltage when they conduct!
For example, the waveform of
SCRIO2 anode (Figure 6) shows a
base line during retrace time (SCR 102 and CR402 conduction), and
part of the high -voltage regulation
forms are used.
during trace.
Horizontal deflection is accomIn like manner, the SCR101
plished chiefly by current; voltage anode voltage waveform shows only
plays a secondary part. But all the high -voltage pulse formed by a
schematics show voltage waveforms. charge en C406. All of the trace
In addition, the SCRs and diodes currents flow during the time the

that you probably would not know
before analyzing the circuit thoroughly. A considerable phase difference exi;ts between the horizontal sync (also the HV pulses) and
the pulses that trigger SCR102 to
start retrace (see Figure 5). The
reason is because the retrace action
around SCR102 and C406 starts
long before any retrace current
actually teaches the yoke. Of
course, the phase difference is not
noticeable unless dual -trace wave-

February, 1£76

according to the voltage and polarity across it. When the anode of
such a diode is negative relative to
its cathode (or the cathode is positive compared to the anode), it is
an open circuit. But when the
anode is more than about .8 volt
positive relative to the cathode (or
the cathode is .8 volt or more negative compared to the anode), the
internal resistance of the diode is
just a few ohms, nearly a short
circuit.
An SCR has some similarities. In
fact, SCR stands for Silicon Controlled Rectifier. Control is by
means of another external lead
called a "gate". If a constant
voltage of about +.8 volt (relative
to the cathode) were to be applied
to the gate, an SCR would function
exactly the same as a silicon diode.
If a positive voltage is applied to
the anode of an SCR, it will not
conduct current until a sufficiently positive voltage is fed to the gate.
This turn -on point is very critical,
because the action is regenerative;
the SCR either conducts none at all
or completely. After the SCR conducts, the gate voltage can be removed without stopping the current
flow. Unlatching, so the SCR becomes open, can occur only when
the current falls below a certain
point.
In the RCA horizontal -sweep circuit the unlatching is done either
by a reversal of the polarity of the
anode voltage during ringing, or by
a negative -going pulse through a
capacitor to the anode.
The nearly -complete schematic in
Figure 8 shows that SCR102 and
diode CR402 (the retrace switches)
are connected in reverse polarity. If
the cathode of CR402 becomes
negative, CR402 conducts automatically. However, SCR102 will
not start conducting unless the gate
and anode both are positive.
In the trace circuit, the same
situation applies. A negative voltage
there always causes CR401 conduction, but SCR101 does not conduct
47

until both gate and anode are
positive. These characteristics are
essential for correct operation of
this sweep circuit.

Time Markings
Because there are many more
steps than two for trace and two for

Deflection Step -By -Step
All power for both trace and retrace enters by way of the retrace
circuit. So, from that viewpoint, it

would seem an explanation of all
steps should start with retrace. But

Step 1:
Trace From Left To Center
With the yoke as the source of
power from the current, the nega-

retrace, and they occur at irregular
intervals, it's necessary to mark the
voltage and current waveforms with
time designations, such as T1, T6,
etc. That way the phase of all the
waveforms can be compared directly.

that gets into some hairy operations, with retrace and trace currents flowing together, and other
complications. Instead, we'll assume a starting point at time Tl,
with maximum trace current flow-

Speaking of phase, Figure 9 has
of the basic waveforms arranged
in correct phase, and with dotted
lines showing the time designations.
It is helpful to go back and refer to
these waveforms, if you have a
question.
13

ing through CR401 to the yoke. On
the screen of the picture tube, this
is

about 1/8th of

a

screen width

from the left edge of the screen.

Additional vaveforms and explanations will be given later.

ARROWS SHOW ELECTRON CURRENT

trace current through trace
diode CR401 is maximum at Ti.
and it decreases towards zero at T2.
the center of trace.
tive

-1V

SOURCE

YOKE

t

(R40)
f

tC12o

1_

CHARGING

FROM MAXIMUM, "NEGATIVE" SCAN CURRENT

Step 2: At The Center Of Trace
The yoke current has been dissipated in charging 0120, which is
now fully charged, and current has
stopped at T2.

I

S

DECREASING

0V

ZERO TRACE CURRENT
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Step 3:
Trace From Center to Right
C120 begins to discharge, but the
positive voltage can't go through

CR401. The positive voltage goes to
the anode of SCR101, which has
been waiting with a positive gate
signal for some time; therefore,

SCR101 conducts positive current
through the yoke, with maximum

current at T3. C406 has been
charged with B+ from the regulation circuit, and it is ready to release that power.

0120
Y

C406 AND 0407 ARE

SOURCE

"POSITIVE" SCAN CURRENT
IS INCREASING

CHARGED AND READY

Step 4: Retrace Begins,

Unlatching SCR101
A pulse from the oscillator triggers the gate of SCR102 at T3,
starting one full cycle of "retrace

ringing" (lasts longer than just retrace). For a time both SCR101
trace current and SCR102 retrace
current (through C406) flows
through the yoke. The gate pulse of

SCR101 has just gone negative, and
the C406 current forces the anode
of SCR101 to zero DC; therefore,
SCR101 loses anode current, and

drops out of latching condition just
before T4.

SOURCE

T1V

1V

j
NO

YOKE

BIAS

SOURCE

SCR102 "POSITIVE" CURRENT INCREASING
SCR101 "POSITIVE" CURRENT DECREASING

Step 5:
SCR102 Completes Trace
SCR 102, the retrace SCR, pulls
maximum positive "trace" current
through C406 and the yoke at T4,
bringing the scanning to the right
edge of the screen. When the anode
of SCR101 was forced negative (just
before T4) to turn it off, the

cathode of CR401 also was negative, causing it to draw a small
amount of current for a short time.
This current is too small to be
important, but it does show in the
CR401 current waveform. By now,
the original B+ charge of C406 has
been depleted by furnishing maximum SCR102 current.

SCR 102

CURRENT

C406
URR ENT

SOURCE

1V
SCR101

(SC R 102

CR401
I

BRIEF

YOKE

URRENT

:CONDUCTION

i/CCR40D
NO

NO

ZERO

BIAS

BIAS

SCR101
ANODE
CLIPPED

ZERO SCR101 CURRENT

MAXIMUM SCRIO2 "POSITIVE"

February. 19/b
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T&T VALUE SALE
RAYTHEON, I.C.C., RCA, SYLVANIA

0

FAMOUS MAKE JOBBER -BOXED TUBES
NOW WITH NEW 5 -YEAR GUARANTEE
80% OFF LIST
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for
for
for

5

3A3

5
5

03AT2

5

3GK5
3HA5

5for$5.15
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5 for
5 for
5 for
5 for
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5
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II
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5
5
5
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D
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5
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5
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8F07
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5
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5

for
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5
5

23Z9
33GY7

5

$4.05
$7.00
$7.40
$4.75
$6.35

5for$8.05

36MC6

for $11.40

5

5 for $9.75
38HE7
5 for $9.55
381167
What is not advertised -write in at 80% Off List
only $69'
for
100
6GH8
SPECIAL

6GU7
6HA5

0

for $7.22
for $13.43
for $6.75
5 for $5.47
5 for $5.67
5 for $6.89
5 for $14.51
5

686
:I

6C13

13

6F07

o
0

C406 CURRENT

SCR101 ANODE

SYLVANIA TUBES-NEW FACTORY BOXED
70% & 10% OFF LIST ON ENTIRE LINE

D 3A3

5

5

6GH8

06HA5
13

$5.20

for $6.75
for $11.80

5

136HV5

6106

5for$5.00

6EA8
6EH7
6EJ7

'

6110

$3.20
$4.20
$5.35

D 1V2

Step 6:
Retrace From Right To Center
Now the yoke is the source of
power, and its current decreases
(through C406 and SCR102) as it
charges C406. When ringing makes
the anode of SCR102 negative,
SCR102 unlatches and becomes
open until the next gate trigger.
Current through SCR102 actually
stops at T5; but at the output of
C406, zero current occurs at T6,
the center of retrace.

6186

'SPECIAL

610

for $15.05
for $13.84
for $6.41
5 for $8.37
321L118
5 for $8.57
2329
5 for $13.84
35LR6
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5
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D
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TRANSISTORS XACT. REPLACEMENT
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.

D 3018-108

.

D 3021-124
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for $4.50
for $3.60
$12.40
3124-123A 10 for $3.15
10 for $3.90
3132
5 for $12.50
Hep 707
5 for $12.50
Hep 740

10 for $5.85
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.

3083-185 .10 for $6.30
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74 D
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0

0
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13709
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DECREASING

"POSITIVE"

RETRACE

CURRENT

713
725

any5for$ 6.00
20 for $20.00
YOKES

Y94
Y105 -ea. $5.95
Y137 -ea. $9.95
O Y162/Y132

5 for $25.00

13

6500 PIV Color Focus Rectifiers
2.5 Amp 1000 PIV IR -170
Syl. Voltage Tripler 32-29778-3
53 meg Resistors
66 meg Resistors
Focustat Focus Blocks

5

for $40.00

$2.00
for $5.00

10

100 for $8.95
ea. $8.95
20 for $5.00
4 for $10.00

SCR101

....

AUDIO,CARTRIDGES, NEEDLES, SPEAKERS REPL.
ea. $ 2.95
1491
O V15
N75
N77
N44
10 for $25.00
10 for $12.50

N3 -7D Needle

Astatic Cart. 142
D Tetrad SN4

8
5

D GE 650 Cart
D Asst. Cart. Tetrad

3
5

for $10.00
for $10.00
for $10.00
for $10.00

ANTENNAS
10 for $7.50
72 ohm to 300 ohm Matching Transformer
100 for $10.00
59U "F" Connectors

O 300 ohm 2-set Coupler C012
72 ohm to 300 ohm Signal Splitters
GENERAL

D 21" Booster
19" & 25" Color Boosters
4 Asst. Tuners New incl. tubes
4 Asst. New Color Tuners incl. tubes
20 Asst. Belts (Dealer Price Net $70.) your
cost
UHF

1+®

0 221-62

712
723

DIODES, RECTIFIERS EQUIVALENT
RCA Damper Diode Equiv. To:
RCA 135932
$1.00
RCA 120818

D

_L

03115-165 .5 for

.10 for $4.73

D 3041-152 .10 for $6.30
D 3052-155 .10 for $5.85
3054-196 10 for $6.75

714

ECG"

SK

ECG

SK

5
5

... 3

for $7.50
for $8.50

ANODE

Step 7: Zero Current At
Center Of Retrace
Power of the yoke has dropped to
zero current at T6, and C406 has
been charged to the maximum ring-

YOKE CURRENT

ing voltage.

for $11.95
$15.00
$25.00

$7.00
$5.00
for $5.00
$2.00
15 for $1.19
10 for $14.95
12 for

Tuners

D Blue Lateral Magnets

5

50 Diodes
30 KV HV Anode Leads
25 ft. Stereo Extension Cord

FREE GIFT WITH EVERY ORDER
LETTERS OF CREDIT AND ALL CHECKS PLACED ON DEPOSIT

WITH MANUFACTURERS HANOVER TRUST BANK, N.Y.C.
MASTER CHARGE ACCEPTED
MINIMUM ORDERS -$60.00 FOB BROOKLYN, N.Y.

CATALOGS$1.

-Refundable

upon your order

C.O.D.'s 50% Deposit-CASH ONLY
SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS TO:

NO

BIAS

T & T

SALES CO.

4802 AVENUE

I

L

1

J_

NO'
BIAS

I

ZERO RETRACE CURRENT

K

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 11234
Phone: (212) 241-5940
For More Details Circle
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CR402 CURRENT

C406 CURRENT

YOKE CURRENT

i

T4

16

TO

Step 8: Retrace From Center
To Left Edge
The yoke end of C406 has a large
positive voltage, but SCR101 has no
gate pulse, so it can't conduct.
However, the L108 end of C406 is
negative, allowing CR402 to conduct and bleed C406 as the negative yoke current increases. This
starts the second half-cycle of retrace ringing. At time TO, the
voltage of C406 has been exhausted,
and yoke/CR402 current is maxi -

INTRODUCING
THE FAST WORKING
COUNTERS FROM
HICKOK.

11111111.

SOURCE

-1V

YOKE

CR40

i
I

-

NCREASING

Four affordable, deluxe
counters one for every need.

-

-0'NEGATIVE" RETRACE CURRENT

MODEL 380.
1

Hz to 80 MHz, 10 ppm

MODEL 380X.
1

Hz to 80 MHz, 1ppm

MODEL 385.
1

Step 9:
Retrace Triggers Trace
Just before TO, the second negative tip of 0407 voltage (acting
through C406) makes the cathode

of CR401 negative, so it starts to
conduct. However, CR402 current
still flows, and for a time both
supply the yoke with current. Then
ringing reduces the CR402 current.
With interference from the CR402
current decreasing, CR401 current

increases, reaching maximum at

CR401 CURRENT

T1. CR402 current reaches zero
also at T1. Retrace ringing tries to
continue by making the anode of
SCR102 positive. However, SCR102
has no gate signal, so the ringing
cannot continue. This is the end
of one horizontal scanning line of

trace and retrace, plus the beginning of the next.

Hz to 512 MHz, lOppm

MODEL 385X.
1

Hz to 512 MHz, 1ppm

$259
$385

$499
$625

Perfect for CB,
communications servicing,
audio and digital work, and
laboratory applications.
Full 7-digit display with
automatic decimal, full
autoranging. SPEED READ
mode updates display 5 times
each second to aid tuning
and adjustments.
Resolution is Hz to 10
1

MHz, and 10 Hz to 80 MHz.
Models 385, 385X feature a
built-in prescaler to take you
all the way to 512 MHz.
Models 380X, 385X incorporate

temperature compensated
crystal oscillators with 1 ppm
accuracy, auxiliary MHz
timebase output. External
timebase inputs on Models
1

380, 385.
See these exciting new
counters at your distributor

-1V

YOKE

now!

HICKOK

the value innovator
"NEGATIVE" CR402 RETRACE CURRENT DECREASES,
TRIGGERING CR101 INTO CONDUCTION FOR LEFT TRACE

INSTRUMENTATION & CONTROLS DIVISION
THE HICKOK ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
10514 Dupont Avenue Cleveland, Ohio 44108
(216) 541-8060
TWX: 810-421-8286
For More Details Circle
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Why Are L108 And C407 Used?
Very little has been mentioned
about L108 and C407. As we
followed the various steps of deflection, we probably saw no need for
them. But, in actual operation, the
circuit works poorly without C407,
and cannot be forced to operate at
all without L108.
L108 sometimes is called a

"commutator" coil. In electric
motors, a commutator switches the
current from circuit to circuit, and
that's roughly what L108 does in
the sweep circuit. It makes possible
the switching from trace to retrace,
and from retrace to trace.

LIFE OR
DEATH

SITUATION
Not all 2 -way radios warn
about Smokies taking pictures.
Professional FM two-way
radios-the most important
ones-are for bringing help
fast in life or death emergencies. And if you've had
some serious electronics experience you just might fit
into this important, expanding field.
MTI is the only home study
school that deals exclusively
with service and repair of
professional two-way radios.
Think you're good enough
to become part of it all? Drop
us a line to find out.
Please send me more information.

Name

Address
Code
I
I

I

am a former MTI student.
am presently in the military.
P8
am a veteran.

MT/
MOTOROLA TRAINING
INSTITUTE

College Hill Road
Summerdale, PA 17093
(717) 732-3636

For More Details Circle
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The design engineer avoided
switching problems of the retrace
circuit by extending the time of
operation over into the normal
trace time. Two complete half cycles of ringing occur before any
switching is needed. Then the
switch -off is done without outside
force. After the negative ringing

Starting the trace

Without L108 and C407, there
could be no beginning of trace at
T1. This would be the sequence:
retrace diode CR402 stops conduction at TI, and the DC voltage at
the cathode instantly rises to B+,
forcing a large positive -going pulse
through C406 to the trace section;
the positive voltage is reverse bias
for CR401, so it can't conduct, even
though that's the next normal step;
SCR 101 has a positive anode and a

positive gate (because the gate
waveform is different without
L108), and it draws a huge current
out of sequence, causing a severe
overload that kicks the breaker.
The current through CR401
should not begin with maximum
current instantly, but should increase in step with the decrease of
CR402 current. For this, a sloping

negative -going pulse to C406 is

current through CR402 reaches
zero, the ringing tries to continue
by making the anode of SCR102
positive. However, no conduction is
possible, because the gate has no
signal. Consequently, ringing stops
gently during the time of zero

current.

0407
SCR101

ANODE
(CLIPPED)

Starting retrace ends the trace
In contrast, CR401 trace diode

conduction must be started at
maximum current, and the ending
of SCR101 trace conduction must
occur at maximum current. Both of
these are done by force applied by
the retrace circuit, and that's where
L108 and C407 are essential.
If you should short across L108
and remove C407, the voltage at the
input of C406 would abruptly go to
zero at time T3, when SCR102
tired. The sudden rush of current
through C406 would force the
anode of SCR101 negative, cutting
off its current before the SCR102
current could increase and supplement it. This would make a gap in
the yoke current, resulting in poor
linearity at the right edge of the
picture.
But with L108 and C407 added,
the decrease of input voltage to
C406 is slowed to a gradual change
that reaches minimum at about T4
(Figure 10), thus decreasing the
SCR101 current gradually in step
with the increase of SCR102 current..

SCR101

CURRENT

Fig. 10 Without L108 and C407, the
voltage at the output of C406 would
be a negative -going pulse at T3, and a
positive -going pulse at T1 (caused by
the falling and rising sides of the
SCR102 anode waveform; and assuming that the circuit would work without L108, which it will not). Such
pulses could not properly stop and
start the trace conductions. Those two
components are required to supply the
two negative-going tips to the C407
waveform, at the input of C406. Proof
is supplied by the center waveform
marked (clipped), which is an enlargement of the baseline between HV
pulses at the anode of SCR101.
Arrows inside the retrace area show
the two negative pulses that trigger
conduction of CR401.
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needed at about TO. A second use
for L108 and C407 provides the
solution.
With L108 isolating the retrace
switches from C406, an alternate
path is needed to allow C406 to
charge properly with pulses during
retrace. C407 provides that path,
and the pulses charge both C406
and C407 in series. Also, the pulses
of C407 serve another useful purpose, as we shall see.
Without a signal coming in
through L108, C407 would have a
waveshape of HV pulses. Or, without the pulses through C406, the

retrace circuit would supply a
rounded valley to C407 during
retrace. A combination of both
waveforms produces a double tip.
The positive -going HV pulse is
narrower than the valley, so it
pushes up a small peak in the
center of the valley, thus forming
two negative -going tips. CR401 is
biased into gradual conduction by
the second tip at about TO.
Proof of the theory

Additional proof (that these
sweep voltages and currents actually operate as described) is contained in the waveforms of Figure
10, and especially the one marked

"SCR101

(just before T4) after SCRIOI
stopped conduction (this caused the
small extra conduction of CR401),
and the negative overshoot at TO
that biased CR401 into conduction.

Laboratory much longer than usual.
And Tektronix loaned two of the
Model P6021 current probes, which
enabled us to photograph two
separate current waveforms at the
same time, and without breaking
any circuits. A hearty "Thanks" to
both companies.

In Appreciation
We want to express our thanks to
B&K Dynascan and to Tektronix
for the loan of equipment that
made possible the unusual waveform pictures of the RCA SCR -

The "New Generation"
Flat -Rate Pricing...
is proving itself in thousands of shops from

coast to coast-it prices your work profitably
while creating customer good -will.

Professional
6 x 9 hard cover,

Fast tab indexing to 19 major repair
categories prices all bench, home and overthe-counter repairs with authority.

tv &radio

steel ring -bound
edition....
$18.95 ea. post pd.

Satellite Edition...

tech's guide
to pricing

ANODE (CLIPPED).

This waveform shows the negative
voltage drop across CR401 (TO to
T2), the positive voltage drop across
SCR101 (T2 to T3). the down slope
to zero that gradually stopped the
current of SCR101 midway between
T3 and T4, the negative voltage

sweep circuit. The scope was a
Model 1470 by B&K. You have
seen in past issues many waveforms
made originally on the Model 1470,
because B&K has generously allowed us to keep it in our Test

Next Month
High -voltage regulation, troubleshooting techniques, and the waveforms from many parts detects will
be highlighted next month.

the same system described
above, only reduced to
shirt -pocket size for
outside service...
$16.95 ea. post pd.
Quantity prices available.

P.O. Box 5234
Lincoln, NE 68505

Plus, Computerized
Pocket-Size Parts
Catalog.
Customized to
your desired

sperry tech

parts profit.
Lists over 3500
most-used parts,
continually up -dated.
Can easily recover
initial investment in
less than 30 days...
$75.00 plus $10.00
per catalog.

NAME

Il

inc.

copies, Satellite
copies, Hardbound
More information
copies, Parts Catalog.
Amount enclosed, check or money order.
(NE res. add sales tax)

CO

ADDRESS

ZIP

STATE
111

I
I,

iI
;
,
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We have your best interest at heart.
Cive Heart Fund
American Heart Association

February.

1
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speaker with a large IC amplifier puts

oroduct:

0

o.

These features supplied by the
manufacturers are listed at no -charge
to them as a service to our readers.
It you want factory bulletins, circle the

corresponding number on the Reply
Card and mail it fo us.

r
SOLDERING
IRONS

Glass -Breakage Detector

-

Pencil style. Safety light. Two heats
20w and
40w. 6 tips. Unbreakable handle. 2 and 3 wire
neoprene cords.

DESOLDERING

IRONS,,
Pencil style. Safety light. Some operate at 40w, idle
at 20w. 8 tip sizes. 2 and 3 wire neoprene cords.

M11 Window Bug, which warns of

glass breakage, has been introduced
by Mountain West Alarm Supply
Company. When door or window glass
is broken, a shock wave travels across
the glass. This sound is detected by a
tuned fork and cavity in the Window
Bug, operating a switch for about 1/2second to activate the burglar alarm.

SOLDERING &
DESOLDERING
KITS
Everything needed
to solder or desolder or both. All
in a handy lifetime metal
box with hasp.

Enterprise Development Corp.
5127 E. 65th St.
Indianapolis IN 46220
PHONE (317) 251-1231
(24) on Reply Card

need belts?

o

4)

o

'1'he M11 installs in a vertical position; on glass with a self-adhesive
mounting, or with a screw mounting
for other surfaces. Contacts can be
set to act as either a normally -open or
normally -closed switch (SPST).
The M11 comes with instructions,
costs $11.20, and works with all
closed-circuit burglar alarm systems.
For More Details Circle

Standard and special belts and
tires ready for immediate shipment

-

fit over 3,000 new and

obsolete makes of tape recorders, projectors, dictating
machines, video recorders, and
turntables. Simplified cross reference system makes ordering
easy with one day service on
most items. Drive tires, wheels,
phono idlers also listed. Call or
write for free catalog.
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

PROJECTOR -RECORDER
BELT CORP.

-

319 Whitewater St., Whitewater,
(414) 473-2151
WI 53190
For More Details Circle
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CB Co -Axial Feed-Thru
Cornell-Dubilier Electric offers a
new coaxial feedthrough capacitor
Model CBFT-864, having a rating of
30 amperes, 50 DC working volts, and
.25 microfarad. It has a crimp splice
for easy installation, and commonly is
used to minimize noise from heater
motors, rear -window defoggers and
air horns.
For More Details Circle

See your distributor or write...

For More Details Circle

out 3 watts RMS. A 6' cord and
swivel bracket included.

(28) on Reply Card

CB Acessories
Four additions to its line of CB accessories has been announced by Hy Gain Electronics.
The mobile power mike features
extra modulation from a self-contained
2 -transistor IC preamp with adjustable gain control. The desk mike has
an integrated preamp with adjustable
gain control, and a push -to -talk button
with lock.
For use in noisy vehicles or at
home, Hy -Gain offers a push -to -talk
telephone handset. It comes complete
with a spring -grip cradle. The power

(30) on Reply Card

Dip Grip Compound
The Brookstone Company has available a "dip -it -yourself' compound that
makes plastic grips for hand tools.
Just dip the handle, remove, and let
dry. After 24 hours, there's a tough,
protective gripping surface. The compound's bright red color personalizes
your tools, and helps discourage
"permanent borrowers". A can of 13
fluid ounces sells for $5.30 post-paid.
For More Details Circle

(31) on Reply Card

Controlled Soldering Gun
The Weller Model GT 150 -watt
soldering gun accepts the 6B power head with 1/8" cone -point tip for 600°
F, and the 7A chisel point 3/16" tip
for 700° operation.
This light -weight gun is especially
intended for solid-state work, because
the temperature is controlled.
For More Details Circle

(32) on Reply Card

FREE ALARM CATALOG
Huge selection of burglar & fire systems, supplies. Motion detectors, infrared beams; controls, door switches,
bells, sirens. 500 items, 99 pp. packed
with technical details, notes.
(Outside U.S., send $1.00.)

mountain west alarm
4215 n. 16th st., phoenix, az. 85016
For More

Details Circle (35) on Reply Card

IT'S NO PUZZLE

FREE CATALOG

TO ORDER

HARD -TO -FIND PRECISION TOOLS
Lists more than 2500 items-pliers,

OELRICH SERVICE FORMS
á

WAY RADIO SERVICE LEGAL FORMS FOR CALIF. FLA.
UTAH NOW AT TOUR PARTS JOBBER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG B64
FOR TV-RADIO

4040

2

OELRICH PUBLICATIONS

N.

NASHVILLE AVE.
For More

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

60534

Details Circle (37) on Reply Card

tweezers, wire strippers, vacuum systems,
relay tools, optical equipment, tool kits
and cases. Also includes ten pages of
useful "Tool Tips" to aid in tool selection.

e

TOOLS
JENSEN
Aris.
44th Street,
4117 N.

Phoenix,

For More Details Circle
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ohotof8L1 Ó
PHOTOFACT BULLETIN lists new PHOTOFACT coverage
issued during the last month for new TV chassis.

REPLACEMENT
SEMICONDUCTOR ..:

ADMIRAL
Chassis 1M308

1542-1

BROADMOOR
2609A

1554-1

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Chassis 12XB, 15XB

1557-1

GUIDE

HITACHI
I-28, I-48

1557-2

JC PENNEY
1725 (855-0048)

1556-1

MGA
CS -1980

1555-2

MIDLAND
1546-1

1

PANASONIC
Chassis T128 -A

1552-1

QUASAR
Chassis 12TS-/Y12TS-481

1550-1

RCA

Chassis CTC71

R

1552-2

SANYO
21T69

1550-2

SEARS
564.50090500

1544-1

SUPPLEMENT
AVAILABLE ONLY
AT YOUR
AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR
The General Electric line of

replacement semiconductors
and accessories has grown so
fast that you need this special
GE REPLACEMENT SEMICONDUCTOR GUIDE up-todate.

SONY
KV -1520R (Ch. SCC-25C-B)

1557-3

SYLVANIA
Chassis E12-1 /-2

1549-3

TOSHIBA
Chassis TAC -9110

1547-1

WARDS AIRLINE
GAI -16426A, GAI -17536A

1556-2

ZENITH
Chassis 12FB22X

1556-3

What would you like
to read in ES?
Send in your ideas.

You've told GE you need
hybrid modules, focus rectifier
assemblies, IC's for foreign made equipment, and
Japanese transistors. You've
asked for even more accurate
cross references. Now you
have it all from General
Electric at your authorized
distributor.
(And, more is on the way
throughout 1976).

TUBE PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
OWENSBORO, KENTUCKY 42301

GENERAL
February, 1976
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ne MARKETPLACE

FOR SALE (CONT.)

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
-Opportunity to lease or

REJUVENATE TV Picture Tubes without expensive equipment. Use clip leads in power from set
and tube manual. Plans $5.00; W. R. Collins Jr.;
2-76-2t
4 TC BDE PPO APO, NY, NY 09451.

TV SERVICE BUSINESS

managers of service shops who have for
sale surplus supplies and equipment or
who are seeking employment or recruiting

COLOR TELEPHONES -New American made
with one year warranty. Free information or send
$1. for color digest and prices. Telectra Sales,
2-76-3t
Box 9218 -ES, Richmond. VA. 23227.

TV SHOPS -Needed to repair and update master

employees.

SAMS PHOTOFACTS-21 to 1346. Will sell or
trade for Sams AR, MHF and TR manuals.
Norman Round. 33 Franklin St., Lawrence, Mass.
2-76-1t
01840.

credit references: Melvin Cohen, Television
Broadcast Engineer, May Company Building,

This classified section is available to

electronic technicians and owners or

Advertising rates in the Classified Section are 35 cents per
word, each insertion, and must
be accompanied by cash to
insure publication.
Each
counts

STOP...don't junk that television set. ASE manufacturers the world's most complete line of television picture tubes. No other company offers:
Over 1700 types of television picture tubes. Most
types immediate delivery. Transportation in the
Midwest -paid, bz transportation paid in other
states. Tubes for Old or New Models. Complete
line of both black & white and color. Full 2 year
factory warranty. Lowest prices anywhere. Finest
quality. Write today for more information. Allied
Sales & Engineering. Inc., Dept. 27, Pimento,
2-76-2t
Ind. 47866, Telephone - 812-495-6555.

initial or abbreviation
a

full word.

Minimum classified charge $3.00.
For ads on which replies are
sent to us for forwarding (blind
ads), there is an additional
charge of $3.00 per insertion to
cover department number, processing of replies, and mailing

Heathkit Dual
Trace Oscilloscope 10-105 $490.00, Heathkit
Analog -Digital Designer EU -801-A $500.00, Heathkit Semiconductor Curve Tracer IT -1121 $84.95,
Heathkit Audio Oscillator square/sine wave
IGW-47 $90.00, Monosanto counter -timer 100A
$500.00. Precision RF Signal -Marking Generator
All test equipment in mint
E -200-C $100.00.
cond. Calibrated, and ready to use. Eugene
Anderson, 6118 Kickerville Rd., Ferndale, Wn.
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR SALE:

costs.
Classified columns are
to advertising of any
regularly produced by
turers unless used
longer owned by the
turer or a distributor.

not open

products
manufacand no
manufac-

98248. 206-384-5235.

2-76-1t

OLDER & OBSOLETE Radio and TV tubes all new
and boxed. We have several thousand. Send for
list & prices. Garrett, P.O. Box 2055, San Diego,
2-76-2t
California 92112.

FOR SALE
ADVERTISING PACKAGE FOR TV service shops.
Inexpensive eye catching ads contain personal
message from you -build customer confidence.
Keeps your name before the public weekly.
PROVEN RESULTS. Thirty ads with instructions
$19.95. Sample $1.00 refundable. TV TIPS, 430
11-75-8t
South Jefferson, Lebanon, Mo. 65536.

NEW Canadian Magazine "Electronics Workshop". $5.00 yearly. Sample $1.00. Ethko, Box
10-75-12t
741, Montreal "A" Canada.
CONVERT any transistorized T.V. tuner to a tuner
substituter. Plans $2.00. New accelerated Radio
& T.V. course. RADIO TELEVISION TRAINING,
8-75-tf
Box 279, ES -105, Syracuse, N.Y. 13206.

TEKTRONIX SCOPES -Hewlett-Packard generators, other test and electronic equipment parts,
tubes, "ham" supplies, surplus, and older parts.
ELECTRONIC SPECIALTIES, 1659 W. Wetmore,
1-76-121
Tucson, Az. 85705. (602) 887-9729.

SENCORE EQUIPMENT -SM -152 Sweeper 315.00. FE -23 Little Henry Multimeter - 65.00.
CG -169 Color Bar Generator - 150.00. B & K
MODEL 970 Transistor Equipment Analyst 175.00. HEATH VECTORSCOPE & Color Bar Gen.
Model 10-101 - 110.00. All above like new. EICO
950 R -C Bridge - 40.00. SAMS Photofacts & AR's,
Tab Books. One -Half Price. Richard Sanderford,
6400 Andy Drive, Raleigh, N.C. 27610, (919) 8342-76-1t

3504.

REJUVENATE TV PICTURE TUBES without expensive equipment. Use clip leads, power from
set, and tube manual. No boosters required.
$5.00. Willie R. Collins, 4 Trans. BDE (PPD) APO
2-76-1t
NY 09451.
TV PROBLEMS??? Send symptoms with a copy
of schematic and self-addressed stamped envelope and $3.00, to Troubleshooter, Box 4553,
Downey, Ca. 90241. Results Guaranteed. 9-75-tí

Problems??? Send detailed symptoms with
make, model and chassis number and self-addressed stamped envelope and $3.00, to TV
Consultants. Route 3, Jay, Okla. 74346. Prompt
TV

2-76-1t

TUBES, ANTIQUE, oddball, SASE for quotations.
Laketronics, R #1, New Carlisle, Ohio 45344.
1-76-2t

replies.

CRT REBUILDING EQUIPMENT-Acessories included. Complete outfit $5,000 worth, now only
$3,500.00. Used about 8 months. Lakeside Brand,
1-76-2t
Gainesville, Fla. 32601. (904) 375-8833.

REPAIR TV TUNERS -High Earnings; Complete
Course Details. 12 Repair Tricks, Many Plans,
Two Lessons. all for $2. Refundable. Frank
Bocek. Box 3236 Enterprise. Redding, Calif.

TV/H,Fi shop on easy terms. Nets $20,000+.
Box 157. Palo Alto. 94301. (415) 327-5320.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

EDUCATION -INSTRUCTION

96001

12-75 3t

TV

10-75-61

TECHNICIANS: Broadcast engineers fix

TEST

equipment quickly. So will you if you qualify for
my "Tough Dog" TV repair (and "hard to get"
parts) WATS telephone assistance program. Send
resume and credit references to Melvin Cohen,
Television Broadcast Engineer, May Company
Building, 3651 Prospect Avenue, Riviera Beach,
Fla. 33404. Enclose 13 cents addressed envelope.
1-76-2t

5235.

DEALER INQUIRIES invited. Add color telephones and accessories to your sales. Send for
additional information on business letterhead.
Telectra Sales, Box 9218-ES, Richmond, VA.
2-76-3t
23227.

TELEPHONE MONITOR! Record business,

per-

sonal conversations automatically. Limit un-

authorized calls! Also, PORCELAINS! TOYS!
GIFTS! JEWELRY 30% OFF, postpaid! 171 -page
catalog, $2. ES2, Box 192, Griffith, IN 46319.
2-76-2t
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE: RCA Crystal
Calibrated Marker Generator WR -99A $210, RCA
Oscilloscope WO -33A $110, Frequency Meter
Lampkin 105B $100, Audio Oscillator Hewett
Packard 234A $60. Eugene Anderson, 6118
Kickerville Rd., Ferndale, Wn. 98248, 206-384-

58

2-76-11

2 to 3 thousand per
month. Fully equipped. 5603 Dashwood, Hous2-76-1t
ton, Texas 77036.

buy. Well established. Net

antenna systems with new patented method.
will train you. No competition. You will be one of
a select number directly under my technical
assistance by WATS telephone. Send resume and
I

Prospect Avenue, Riviera Beach, Fla. 33404.
Enclose 13 cents addressed envelope. Be patient
11-75-6t
for my reply.

3651

INCREASE SERVICE PROFITS-Avoid consumer
problems. Business Manual tells how. Contract
Manual shows how to get paid before you service
and hold customers. Either book $15.00, both
$25.00. NATESA, 5908 S. Troy, Chicago 60629.
2-76-3t
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Your VTVM is obsolete!
This may sound like a harsh
claim, but it's true. Thousands of TV
technicians are using instruments
designed in the 1950's to troubleshoot circuits designed in the 1970's.
And now, most color TV's have
solid state circuits. So use of
out-of-date test equipment just
compounds the problem.
The generation gap has grown
too big.
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Resolution is 100 microvolts, 100 nanoamps and 100 milliohms

You get the sensitivity you need
for low level dc measurements. The
200 millivolt range with 100 microvolt
resolution tells you exactly what
your values are.
The 8000A has an AC frequency

The Fluke 8000A

32

digit multimeter

Solid state calls for new
performance standards.
Your "old fashioned" test equipment simply doesn't measure up to
today's requirements. For example,
the typical VTVM gives you 5%
accuracy and 2% resolution. In the
old days, that was good enough.
Not so today.
Now you need an instrument to
look at the voltages at each pin of an
IC with sufficient accuracy and
resolution to determine proper IC

operation.
For example,

a

reading of "around

2.8 volts" is no longer sufficient.
You must be able to distinguish
between 2.80 and 2.82 volts.

You need a test instrument that
gives you 0.1 ohm resolution so you
can reliably measure resistance of
switch contacts, circuit breakers,
and low value resistors.
To do all this and more, you need
the superior capabilities of the
Fluke 8000A 31/2 digit multimeter.

An instrument designed specifically
for testing solid state equipment.
The 8000A gives you up to 50
times the accuracy and 20 times the
resolution of a VTVM, so you can
measure the various voltage levels
in a solid state chassis with

absolute confidence.

response from 45 Hz to 20 KHz and,
with accessory probes, to 500
megahertz. Resistance measuring
capability ranges from 100 milliohms
to 20 megohms. It offers a 15°C to
35°C accuracy temperature span.
And a 1 -year accuracy time span,
meaning it seldom needs calibration.
Unlike other DMM's the 8000A
has fast response time -3 readings
a second. And the bright, digital
readout means that no interpolation
is necessary.

There's new high voltage protection on all ac/dc voltage ranges.
The instrument will take transients
up to 6 KV, 10 seconds wide over a
duty cycle of 60 per second.
Get the most up-to-date instrument
available.
Don't be caught in the typical trap.
Many electronic service shops don't
really update their equipment when
they decide to update. Switching
to a TVM or a FET voltmeter doesn't
really give you the accuracy and
resolution you need today, or for
that matter, tomorrow.
But with the 8000A on hand, you
know you have a true solid state
testing device.

The 8000A measures high
voltages, too.
Our 8000A is designed to answer
all the needs of an electronic service
technician.
One very important (and talked
about!) safety requirement is that the
picture tube anode voltage must
not exceed the maximum specified
by the manufacturer. Our 8000A has
an optional high voltage probe that
gives you guaranteed accuracy of
1% at 25,000 volts. The probe also
extends the capability of the 8000A
to 40,000 volts to measure the high
voltage in the new 32,000 volt
chassis.

Carry it anywhere. Use it on line or with
optional rechargeable battery power
($50 extra). Note the conveniently
mounted specs on the bottom decal.

It costs just $299 ($40 more with
HV probe).* And it is far and away
the largest selling, most rugged and

High voltage probe accessory gives
you 1% accuracy at 25,000 volts

For data out today, dial our toll -free hotline, 800-426-0361
John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc.
P. O. Box 43210, Mountlake Terrace, WA 98043
For More Details Circle (2) on Reply Card

reliable 31/2 digit multimeter in
the world.
*Domestic

FLUKE

only.

CASTI E Timesavers

... for the
Professional
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Ti' signal circuit analysts

Analyze the ENTIRE signal circuit system of any Color or Black
White Television receiver ... by signal substitution.
Outputs at video i.f., sound i.f., video and audio.
Inbuilt monopole antenna
Inbuilt loudspeaker
carrier level meter
Battery indicator meter
Use on the bench or in the home ... anywhere.

coMAsrtk suBBtR

Video

)1M'+

v

MnStER
GAIN

9e-

Complete with 120vac wall plug-in transformer and matched
test cables.

MASTER SUBBEr Analyst Mk V net $169.95

UHF-VHF
TV tuner and

TV tuner and

i-f

signal analyst

120 VAC + Battery

120 VAC + Battery

Mark 11,-C
net $54.95

Mark IV-CUP
net $64.95

AVEZZERTM

i -f

signal analyst

Tv field Strength Meters

Use for measurements of TV signals

in:-

Antenna installation
Antenna evaluation
CATV
MATV
Output calibration of TV signal generators.

TV Service VHF

field Strength Meter

Simple to operate
Measures 300uV to 30,000uV.
Uses ordinary 9v transistor batteries

Mode/ TVS

net $69.95

VHF field Strength Meter
Range:

20
100

Attenuator:
Inputs:

UHF Field Strength Meter
Range: 20 microvolts to

microvolts to
millivolts.

10

75 & 300

1

ohms.

120vac &

120vac & batteries

batteries

Mode/ FSM- U
net $99.95

Model FSM -P
net $119.95

Castle products

millivolts.

Attenuator: x and x 10.
Inputs: 75 & 300 ohms.

x 1, x 10, x 100.

- advanced technology - modern

Ask your electronic distributor for them

CASTLE ELECTRONICS, INC.

styling

- and they work!

... or write for more details.

5701 N. Western Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60645
For More Details Circle

(3) on Reply Card

Ph. (312) 728-1800

